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Abstract
Distributed ledgers have the potential to transform economic organization and financial structure. Yet the
subject is embroiled in controversy, hype, and terminological inconsistencies. Rather than get waylaid by
alternative possible definitions of distributed ledgers, or decentralized ledgers, we focus more broadly on
an economic analysis of what distributed ledgers can do. We proceed by analyzing key individual
components. We also compare and contrast the economics framework with the frameworks of computer
science and data management disciplines, to clarify the technology.
The familiar but key component parts of distributed ledgers are: ledgers as financial accounts, e-messages
and e-value transfers, cryptography, and contracts including multi-party mechanisms. Each component is
discussed, evaluated, and illustrated through the context of historical and contemporary economies, with
featured applications in both developed economies and emerging market countries. These use cases are a
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hallmark of the paper. A recurrent focus is the general equilibrium impact of innovations and welfare
gains from innovations featuring key components. This does not require that all components be
introduced at the same time.
Contract theory is used to derive optimal arrangements, constrained only by obstacles to trade, featuring
how the various aspects of ledgers can deepen infrastructure. Mechanism design and monetary theory are
used to study public versus partitioned ledgers and improvements in payment systems. Prudential
regulation, rather than being a barrier to innovation, can be improved with the use of distributed ledger
technologies.
The goal is to provide blueprints for the ex ante optimal design and regulation of financial systems,
including not only choices at the end points of the spectrum, of centralized versus decentralized systems,
as in the hype, but the choice of hybrid forms in between. Overall, the paper provides a vision for where
we are heading, being clear about obstacles along the way.
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1 Introduction
Distributed ledger technology (DLT), or better put its various features in isolation and in
combination, has the potential to be transformative. Nevertheless, this subject has engendered
controversy and sharp debate, as well as lack of clarity in terminology
The first part of this introduction outlines the debate, and the second part outlines the point of
view and contribution of this paper.
Of note, Bitcoin created the blockchain as part of its validation system, and so some refer to
Bitcoin, blockchain and distributed ledger technology as being synonymous. They are not. Some
distributed ledger technologies exist without the blockchain technology and without coins.
Indeed, much of the technology for distributed ledgers existed prior to bitcoin and blockchain.
So this paper proceeds in reverse. It starts with distributed ledgers, works backward to
blockchain, and defers a discussion cryptocurrencies to an appendix. Concepts, definitions,
applications and impact are discussed at each turn. The term “distributed ledger” is sometimes
used synonymously if incorrectly with the term decentralization. Computer science and data
science are needed for clarification, compared and contrasted with the meaning of
decentralization in economics.

1.1

General motivation: A view from all sides

We begin with selected quotes from policymakers and academics (not practitioners nor fintechs)
in support of the premise that technology is fundamental.
“Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) refers to the processes and related technologies
that enable nodes in a network (or arrangement) to securely propose, validate, and
record state changes (or updates) to a synchronised ledger that is distributed across the
network’s nodes. In the context of payment, clearing, and settlement, DLT enables
entities, through the use of established procedures and protocols, to carry out transactions
without necessarily relying on a central authority to maintain a single ‘golden copy’ of
the ledger…” (page 2)

“DLT may radically change how assets are maintained and stored, obligations are
discharged, contracts are enforced, and risks are managed. Proponents of the technology
highlight its ability to transform financial services and markets by: (i) reducing
complexity; (ii) improving end-to-end processing speed and thus availability of assets
6

and funds; (iii) decreasing the need for reconciliation across multiple record-keeping
infrastructures; (iv) increasing transparency and immutability in transaction record
keeping; (v) improving network resilience through distributed data management; and (vi)
reducing operational and financial risks [Mills 2016]. DLT may also enhance market
transparency if information contained on the ledger is shared broadly with participants,
authorities and other stakeholders.”
– Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures, Bank for
International Settlements (BIS), 2017a (page 1)

“Contracts, transactions, and the records of them are among the defining structures in our
economic, legal, and political systems. They protect assets and set organizational
boundaries. They establish and verify identities and chronicle events. They govern
interactions among nations, organizations, communities, and individuals. They guide
managerial and social action. And yet these critical tools and the bureaucracies formed to
manage them have not kept up with the economy’s digital transformation. They’re like a
rush-hour gridlock trapping a Formula 1 race car.... With blockchain, we can imagine a
world in which contracts are embedded in digital code and stored in transparent, shared
databases, where they are protected from deletion, tampering, and revision. In this world
every agreement, every process, every task, and every payment would have a digital
record and signature that could be identified, validated, stored, and shared.”
– Marco Iansiti and Karim R. Lakhani, Harvard Business Review, 2017
But, of course, there are concerns and qualifications. We note some of these immediately, from
the same sources.
The Bank for International Settlements (BIS 2017a) lists risks associated with using DLT for
payments, which include the potential uncertainty about operational and security issues arising
from the technology; the lack of interoperability with existing processes and infrastructures;
ambiguity relating to settlement finality; questions regarding the soundness of the legal
underpinning for DLT implementations; the absence of an effective and robust governance
framework; and issues related to data integrity, immutability, and privacy. The Committee on
Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI) chair, Benoît Cœuré, writes, “Central banks have
traditionally played an important catalyst role in payments and settlements. This report will help
central banks, other authorities, and the public to identify the risks as well as the benefits
associated with the emerging technology, which could be the basis for next-generation systems”
(BIS 2017b).1
Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) focus on the difficulty of adoption of transformation technologies.
They distinguish between novelty and complexity, laying out various historical examples of
innovation and current, ongoing experiments in DLT, in the end dividing them into four
1
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categories along the lines of high/low novelty and high/low complexity. This allows them to
make predictions about not only where innovations are likely to succeed first but also to identify
those that could take considerable time, possibly decades, if they happen at all.
An implicit point: There is a distinction between invention of something new and its actual
innovation, implementation. Lags in adoption are a murky criterion to use in the evaluation of
the merits of inventions. This conflates the search for something “new” in DLT. Relatedly,
innovation depends on context. In some settings, innovation is on the margin with much of the
technology already in place. This may make the value of innovation marginal, potentially not
worth the costs, but even if the gains from innovation could be incrementally large, vested
interests with legacy systems can block change. In contrast, innovation can happen in settings
where there is little if anything already in place on the ground, in which case implementation of
key components singly, or in combination, can make a huge difference, even for innovations
which are mundane and already adopted in other contexts.
An example of low novelty-low complexity innovation given by Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) is
Bitcoin. Their argument is that Bitcoin is another object like money for the transfer of value,
hence nothing novel. This, however, belies the creative algorithm and the controversy. To some,
Bitcoin is singularly innovative. This has a lot to do with a difference between computer science
and economics perspectives, which we seek to clarify in this paper. For others, Bitcoin is
extremely problematic (we will return to this debate in this introduction, shortly). In any event
the bulk of innovations and experiments in the new technologies occur under what Iansiti and
Lakhani refer to as “localization”. That is, they introduce highly innovative uses and products but
with a limited number of users. The list of these types of technologies is growing in length, some
moving beyond commitments to experimentation and actual implementation.

One DLT use case that reveals quickly what DLT could do are land title projects such as those
in Georgia, Sweden, and the Ukraine (Reese 2017). To buy property in these locations, there
must be a secure title that the lawful owner can sign over to the purchaser. DLT uses hashes to
identify every real estate transaction and make it immutable, publicly available, and searchable
so that titles can be transferred quickly, without costly title searches. Propy.com is an example of
a proprietary company innovating in this space, with a distributed ledger in active use.
In practice, in many markets, there are gaps and pauses in timelines even for the most obvious
transactions. A key example: In financial markets, trade, clearing, and settlement are separated in
time. An agreement to trade between two parties can happen quickly, but it is then recorded onto
private and proprietary legacy systems, hence requiring reconciliation later. Trades in equity on a
central stock exchange can take two days or more to settle, and, in part, this is not a matter of
choice as there is no immutable synchronized record on which all parties can rely. Digital Asset
is a company that has entered into an agreement with the Australian Stock Exchange to allow
trade and confirmation in equities in real time, which should be in operation by 2020.
TReDS, in India, is a platform for the discounting and sale of trade receivables. There are two
other competing platforms operating in India. Since 2017, these three platforms have been
operating a common distributed ledger for the recording of submitted buyer-seller receivable
8

transactions. Each transaction has a unique ID number, so there can be no duplicates, that is, no
double issue, and thus no fraud.
Stellar is a not-for-profit entity, which Iansiti and Lakhani would put in the category of having
low novelty and high coordination needs. Stellar focuses on banking, micropayments, and
remittances for people without access to the formal financial sector or who have access but at a
high cost. Stellar has been operating since late 2014 and has a current market valuation, at the
time of writing, of $2 billion. Ripple is a for-profit entity, with an even larger valuation, $13.5
billion, founded in 2012. There are also various other, indeed many other cryptocurrencies in
use.
There is also innovation in non-financial markets. In 2017, Maersk and IBM implemented a
distributed ledger technology for freight shipping, both for tracking and for better logistics,
sharing information and documentation among connecting nodes: port and terminal operators,
customs authorities, customs brokers, transportation companies, and cargo owners. They are
projecting a substantial reduction in shipping costs.2 Walmart has partnered with IBM to develop
a system to track the supply chain of leafy vegetables from farms to stores, so that in case of
contamination, Walmart can quickly pinpoint and pull suspect produce. There are many such
projects at the prototype stage, for example pharmaceutical blockchain for reliable drugs.
Regarding smart contracts, Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) assign them to the most innovative yet
hardest to implement category. Ethereum, R3’s Corda and Hyperledger are examples of smart
contract technologies on ledgers. Universal Market Access (UMA) allows contracts in financial
derivatives that payoff as a function of the price of underlying non-held assets.
One should be cognizant of hype in the field and the difficulty of getting accurate and up-to-date
information. There is continued discussion of improvement of the trade, clearing, and settlement
systems at the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation (DTCC) for repos in the New York
financial market, critical to the execution of the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy. The
reconciliation process takes up to two hours every trading day, an obvious friction. Yet the
announced agreement with Digital Asset to install DLT did not move forward. One view is that a
consensus in syndicates with conflicting interests is difficult to achieve, especially with existing
infrastructure in place. A second view is that the proposed system added infrastructure on top of
the old, adding to complexity and costs. In contrast, DTCC and 15 leading global banks, in
collaboration with IBM and Axioni, are implementing a re-platformed version of its Trade
Information Warehouse for credit derivatives using synchronized distributed ledgers.
The Maersk platform, in contrast, is criticized by some as being proprietary to Maersk and
apparently has had difficulty attracting other shipping companies, arguably for that reason. This
too is an increasing typical experience, an obstacle recognized by participants in the industry.
Surfing the web, a nontrivial set of initiatives seem to pitch blockchain, and billions are being
spent on development, yet DLT may be pushed where there may be little need (Columbus 2019).
Controversy seems intrinsic to the technology, or better put, intrinsic to the way it is sometimes
pitched. An analogy is drawn between DLT today and distributed computer networking
2
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technology of TCP/IP (transmission control protocol/internet protocol), which laid the
groundwork for the development of the internet. Following Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) closely,
before TCP/IP, bilateral connections between two parties or machines had to be pre-established
and sustained throughout an exchange, achieved though billions of dedicated lines. In contrast,
TCP/IP protocol transmitted information by digitizing it, breaking it up into very small packets,
releasing it into the network, and finally, with smart receiving nodes, reassembling the packets
and interpreting the encoded data. TCP/IP created an open, shared public network without any
central authority or single party responsible for its maintenance and improvement.
Though the bulk of this analogy between TCP/IP and DLT is about the technology itself, and one
can see clearly from the way it is presented as an innovation why the technology took hold, there
are two qualifications we add here.
First, the computer science community recognizes that there are tradeoffs in the design of
communication, computation, and decision-making systems: limited capacity in communication;
latency (time lags) in transmission; and especially interpretation of information received (Mallet
2009). Yet this is not necessarily taken into account in some discussions of validation systems,
though this is an intrinsic part of such systems; more generally, tradeoffs are typically not part of
the language used to describe distributed ledgers. The synchronization of so-called decentralized
ledgers actually requires centralization or coordination across nodes. Further, this is costly.
Arguably the validation systems of Ripple and Stellar arose to deal with some of these problems
in Bitcoin, which is slow and done by blocks, not only to economize on costly proof-of-work but
to deal with network latency (Hinzen, John and Saleh 2019)
Likewise, hierarchical top-down systems do have some virtues, as in military command and
control systems. Often, an optimizing choice would be a hybrid in between, which is hard to
describe as either decentralized or hierarchal. The point is that there are tradeoffs and choices
that depend on context and goals.3 This is the interesting challenge of design. The language used
to describe DLT as if decentralized is misleading.
Second, the phase “absence of a central authority” naturally creates controversy among
policymakers. Specifically, as stated in the Bitcoin white paper by Satoshi Nakamoto (2008), a
pen name or alias: “What is needed is an electronic payment system based on cryptographic
proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact directly with each other
without the need for a trusted third party” (page 1). Or, to put this crudely and more
provocatively, created to eliminate the need for central banks in the provision of money.4
Similarly, cryptocurrencies and DLT are applauded by those in industry, featuring as they do the
3

A stark example is the tradeoff between smart contacts on public ledgers and the industry collusion this allows, see
Cong and He (Forth.).
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According to the BIS (2018, p. 91), “Decentralised technology of cryptocurrencies, however sophisticated, is a
poor substitute for the solid institutional backing of money.” In other words, the cryptocurrencies require
independent and accountable central banks. Shin (2018) makes this case based on the economics of user fees for
Bitcoin. The fees are high due to deliberately engineered congestion, but that, in turn, limits the use of
cryptocurrency as a money. Denison, Lee, and Martin (2016) make the point that, with exceptions, people do trust
third parties: Both central banks that provide currency and reserves and (derivative) payments systems run by the
named and trusted institutions that maintain the ledgers and operating systems. Trustless, expensive decentralized
systems such as Bitcoin are not needed, they argue.
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words “disruption” and “disintermediation” which sometimes do not have an unambiguous
meaning, and which do not appeal to regulators trying to protect the public.

1.2 Methods and philosophy of the paper
In the second part of the introduction we lay out more specifically the point of view of this paper.
First, the premise: Technological improvements in the design of mediation/intermediation
systems could potentially, if done properly, allow economies to be more connected in a good
way. Connectedness can come from new forms of mediation, though, as is already evident, not
necessarily traditional intermediation through formal sector financial institutions, with agents
connected to a common third party. The term “disintermediation,” presumably meaning the
elimination of the profits of financial intermediaries and market makers, clouds the picture.
Rather, the idea is (or should be) to create needed missing markets and institutions, to fill in gaps
in financial access and reduce inefficiencies, some of which are large. Technological change is
not new per se; we have witnessed various historical episodes of innovation. Communication
systems have run from oral assignment to paper recording and written messages to e-messages
and electronic registries.5 These episodes are instructive, as some of the basics are the same as in
the current wave of advanced communication and recording systems. These episodes of
innovation also serve the purpose of allowing us to step back from the hype and controversy of
DLT in order to highlight its key components and welfare gains.
This paper distinguishes invention from innovation. Was Bitcoin with its blockchain and
distributed ledgers a sharply defined invention, so that we can imagine new things are now
possible that were not possible before? Or was Bitcoin an innovation, a part of a longer, slow
moving process?
Arguably, it is the latter. Bitcoin with DLT was incremental. Nick Szabo described a
decentralized digital currency, bit gold, with a public ledger and cryptographic puzzles a decade
earlier (Moskov 2018; Narayanan et al 2016). Szabo is also thought of as the originator of the
smart contract implemented on distributed ledgers (Szabo1998). Indeed, some argue that Szabo
is Nakamoto, though he denies this.
Related are advances in database management and distributed computing, dating from years
earlier. Secure multi-party computation goes back to the late 1970s, not simply concealing
content but also concealing partial information about data while computing with data from many
sources to produce publically correct output. Many key components of DLT, ledgers and
cryptography, are so familiar to us they seem mundane. Further, some of these components have
very deep historical roots dating back hundreds of years.
Nevertheless, there are recent important contemporaneous innovations using these familiar
components that have had large welfare gains.6 Likewise, there remain gaps to be filled. This
paper seeks to make these potential welfare gains and gaps transparent by being explicit about
5
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economic frictions and technological capabilities. It gives blueprints for the design of markets
and institutions using suitably implemented components of distributed ledger technology, which
includes formalizations of the limits of communication and database management systems that
are discussed in the computer science literature.
On the negative side are bugs and troubling episodes. The DAO hacking event is disturbing.
Dao was a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), a smart contract on Ethereum
Classic. A hacker found a loophole in the coding that allowed him to drain in the first few hours
of the attack the equivalent of $70 million in Ether (Falkon 2017). The subsequent fork between
Etherium and Etherium classic also illustrates that smart contracts are not necessarily immutable
after all, begging larger questions about consensus and legal frameworks. Largely unregulated at
first, the SEC in the US has recently argued that tokens are securities, though there is no
regulatory consensus. On the other hand, it is not clear that traditional regulatory frameworks are
appropriate either, a gap this paper also tries to fill.
The conceptual framework adopted in this paper is that of general equilibrium, and the welfare
metric for deciding if something is good or bad, as well as how it should be regulated, is the
Pareto criterion for a given economy. The recommended way of proceeding with this artillery is
to assess what can be accomplished in a given economy relative to what is there now, and more
specifically, how to do it.
Indeed, three possible metrics for this assessment can be distinguished, which, as a warning, can
be easily confounded with each other. One, reduce obstacles to exchange and mitigate frictions.
Two, have value in products/systems as commercially viable, actually be profitable. Three, again
our basic standard: Allow allocations that are Pareto improvements relative to previous
outcomes, though losers may need to be compensated. These metrics are not always equivalent
with each other. One reason for failure of equivalence comes from potential failure of the first
fundamental welfare theorem in economics. The theorem states that under certain assumptions
any competitive equilibrium, decentralized through a price system, must be Pareto optimal. But
under some frictions competitive equilibrium allocations are not necessarily Pareto optimal;
potential failures are intimately associated with some of the properties of e-money as money
more generally. Another reason for failure is the political economy of reform. There can be
losers from removing an obstacle, especially if there is not compensation, as noted. This may
also explain slow adoption or failure to innovate even when the technology is well understood.
A broader view also comes naturally with mechanism design, where the distinction between
public and private ownership has no real meaning. Agents enter into social agreements, subject
to information, resource and other constraints. It is as if a “planner” were acting on behalf of
agents as a collective group. But the word “planner” is a misnomer, especially so in this paper as
we sort through language issues. A planner would be a highly centralized system, juxtaposed
with autonomous decentralized markets. Here the planner of mechanism design theory acts
through a secure multiparty computation framework in which underlying states are not required
to be revealed. We come back to this below and revisit the issue in the paper.
A counter-example to a forced distinction between private and public ownership is the case of
private clearinghouses as consortia of financial institutions, an industry association, with tight
12

rules for membership, collateral, and operations. Clearinghouses were not always connected to
central bank accounts for settlement (Tucker 2014) and yet were public institutions in many
ways. Campbell-Kelly (2010) describes the Bankers Clearing House in Britain and, with
modifications, the Clearing House of New York, as being algorithms for netting and settlement
of checks among bankers, implemented by humans rotating around tables rather than computers,
yet sharing much with codes and liquidity issues of contemporaneous e-payment systems.7
The language of the “planner” begs some key issues at the heart of DLT. How do we know that
the code that implements the optimal social design is functioning correctly? This is where we
enter the realm of distributed computing, running the code several times and independently.
Computer science provides guidance from the standpoint of fault tolerance levels. Likewise,
implementation and execution of a multi-party smart contract solution program in real time as a
computer algorithm needs to take into account communication across nodes, the issues of
capacity and latency, and the possibility of hacking. These problems can be mitigated by having
one or several trusted or competing notaries, taking a step in the direction of trusted third parties,
but with potentially decentralized features that take into account other lessons from mechanism
design (Cao, Cong and Yang 2018; Janin, Gervais and Mamageishvili 2019).
The term “economy” here does not refer exclusively to nation-states. It means villages or towns
as communities, regions within a country, and international cross-country economies. We are not
shy about starting in villages, as small open economies, in a developing country, then moving to
inter-regional and international money transfers, for example. Of great interest to this
conversation are the economies of developing countries, which typically have limited financial
infrastructure. This is illustrated with the data from the Townsend Thai project (Townsend
2016). This is a useful context in which to think about innovation and regulation, in part because
so much is known from research about the underlying environment with its current institutions
and markets, quite limited on the formal side, and in part because this is a useful step-back
context in which to think about the advantages of various possible versions of DLT for those
more familiar with heavily banked economies. There is much that is needed to be done in
developing countries, where the potential for welfare gains is large and significant. However,
obviously, innovation is going on in developed economies where gaps also remain, and that is
also featured.

1.3 Outline of the Paper
The first part of the paper describes four key component parts of distributed ledgers: ledgers as
accounts, e-messages and e-value transfers, cryptography, and contracts including multi-party
mechanisms. Each component is discussed, evaluated, and illustrated through the context of
historical and contemporary economies, with featured applications in both developed economies
7

Relatedly, the public sector is not limited to reacting to potential and actual private sector innovations, sometimes
with the purpose of preventing them, as with fintechs in some countries, not to mention Bitcoin. The public sector
can also take a lead role as stated in the BIS committee report. An example featuring the Canadian central bank is
detailed later in this paper. Sweden’s past and present modernization of its payments system provides other salient
examples of public innovation, e.g., the first issue of paper currency, the highest contemporary user of e-transfers, its
recently implemented fast payments system SWISH, and perhaps in the future the first with e-coins (Ingves 2016).
Sweden naturally features its public and private partnerships (PPPs).
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and emerging market countries. A recurrent focus is the general equilibrium impact of
innovations and welfare gains from innovations featuring key components, which does not
require that all components be introduced at the same time.
In section 2, ledgers are described in the context of various emerging market and advanced
economies. The ledgers are linked to statements of currency flows in Thailand as a first example,
showing conceptually how common yet distributed accounts could be created from a database of
household/SME level transactions. One gain from a common database is that discrepancies in
entries across agents can be detected, and in principle corrected as they occur. There is an
analogy with how financial accounts and double-entry bookkeeping, with cash flow and balance
sheets, allowed for greater accuracy at the individual level. This forges a connection between
DLT and financial accounts more generally, and with this link comes a greater potential for
DLT, though not yet realized – what we might term consensus categorization. Illustrative
applications of the use of financial accounts are discussed in Appendix A.
This section on ledgers concludes with an important discussion from the computer science
literature on the advantages and disadvantages of traditional database management versus the
decentralized database management of distributed ledgers. The latter in the context of latency
makes it impossible to simultaneously achieve all three reasonable objectives: consistency,
availability and desired non-partitioning. There are also impossibility theorems for consensus in
asynchronous systems. Yet systems which are periodically synchronized require costly
communication and do not scale up, as at some point every node is connected to every other.
Trusted third parties solve this problem, but this centralization not only requires trust but raises
the issue of data integrity. Those who can write can also accidentally destroy or corrupt data.
There are also data security issues and cyber risks. Hybrid systems with partial meshes, in which
not all nodes connect to each other, may be best for many applications. These emerge in practice
but not necessarily as a deliberate choice.
An illustrative example is Lightning Network, shifting small transactions to a cryptographically
secure “off-chain” environment, so that only large netting transactions need to be directly settled
on the blockchain. Roughly speaking, database management systems have not paid much
attention to incentives among parties with conflict interests. Distributed ledgers for business
applications err toward keeping everything secret, not solving a design problem. We thus point
an arrow toward where we could go. An example from economics with transactions costs from
linking is given as an illustrative optimal hybrid system.
Section 3 features the second component: e-messages and e-payments. Examples of e-money are
compared and contrasted, looking at Thailand, with a dominant use of paper currency and little
e-value transfer, and at Sweden, a dominant use of e-payments and almost no currency left. This
sets the stage for understanding an e-money innovation with large welfare gains: The case of MPesa through the mobile company Safaricom in Kenya. Many low income and developing
countries could experience this gain. The Kenyan systems use a trusted third party, and so what
is to some a defining characteristic of DLT, no trusted third party, may not in fact be needed; the
gains from the e-transfer component are large.
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Some caveats bring us back to the featured issues of the paper. For one, in the Kenyan context
with Safaricom, trust is less obvious than it might seem when taking into account the larger
financial system, with banks indirectly holding accounts, the Kenyan shillings that were turned
in for e-tokens. For another, a relatively undeveloped part of value exchange is the infrastructure
for liquidity, a common shortcoming in Kenya with its dual currency system and in New York
financial markets in securities and central bank reserves. Ironically, most exchanges for DLT
cryptocurrency that provide liquidity in and out of fiat monies and other crypto currencies rely
on traditional technology with trusted third parties and not on DLT. That is, the tokens which
feature absence of third party trust rely on such trust for market exchange. The exchanges that
are DLT-based are slow and illiquid, highlighting an area where further work is needed.
However, we will not fall into the trap of insisting that all parts of a system be decentralized.
Hybrids may well be desirable, though this again is a direction for where we should be going, to
figure it out.
Cryptography is discussed in section 4. One immediate point is that this component of DLT is
not new either. Examples are given of Mesopotamian tokens in sealed clay envelopes as
manifests to accompany the shipping of goods, and split tally sticks in Medieval England as
records of debt that circulated as money before being cashed in. More recently, but well before
Bitcoin, we have secure multi-party communication, IBM crypto express cards, public vs. private
keys, and zero-knowledge proofs and protocols, and even the blockchain.
A description of how contemporaneous e-systems work without a universal trusted third party
begs the issue of consensus. However, there is no one single way to achieve consensus: Bitcoin
cryptography with poof of work; Federated Byzantine protocols with layers of trust for fault
tolerance; proof of stake with voting rights based on coin ownership; and proof of authority. The
consensus part of DLT is often taken as a defining characteristic, but clearly hybrid systems
involve aspects of trusted parties, if not a single universal central authority. One can find in the
literature revealing language of semi-decentralized operations or semi-trusted third parties.
Further, as noted, some transactions in e-value transfers systems are done offline, as in a partially
connected mesh. Bitcoin and consensus algorithms have attracted much of the academic and
industry interest, and there are interesting economic issues, but this is not the main focus of this
paper.
Section 5 presents the fourth component, contracts and multi-agent arrangements. This section
begins with a discussion of how contract and mechanism design theory delineate various distinct
concepts of trust, thus helping to clarify the debate concerning trusted third parties and what is
needed, or not. Or, to put this more bluntly, this is a plea to use alternative language for
situations that are more nuanced. Mechanism design can distinguish full commitment vs. limited
commitment, incentive compatibility for actions, truth telling for messages about initial and
interim unobserved states, reneging and thus a restriction to time consistency, and collusion and
non-uniqueness in implementation, which have remedies in better design. Reputation can be
formalized as the utility consequence of not performing.
The key features of smart contracts that overcome obstacles are presented, namely commitment
in entering into an agreement and in carrying it out, the immutability of terms. Smart contracts
operate on distributed ledgers. The language is as in financial accounts, with states for the
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balance sheet and flows as in cash flow, executed with commands. But this language covers
virtually any contract that can be written. The contracts and mechanisms that economists
envision in order to deal with specified obstacles and frictions in an environment now have DLT
as a natural implementation technology. Basics include messages sent and recording on the
ledger, past messages as immutable history, and promised utilities as key state variables. There
are hybrid smart contact systems with lots of possibilities and flexibility: unique and non-unique
consensus; single or multiple trusting or non-trusted notaries; public vs. private nodes; oracles
for public information; and broadcast vs. selectively private communication. Thus the link of
DLT to contracts is forged. One can be excited about distributed ledgers if only because of this
smart contract aspect.
This section concludes with a discussion of similarities and differences between economics and
computer science in concepts of trust and some comments on integration. In computer science,
nodes are trusted or not, and designs are centered around having a sufficient number of trusted
nodes. Yet the decentralized Bitcoin validation system is not incentive compatible. There is,
however, encouraging common ground. Contracts with costly state verification are literally
contracts executed with messages, in which over some range of states, costly validation of
messages is not used, that is, messages are not needed. Costly imperfect messaging can be
incorporated into the mechanism design, or even no messages at all, yet versions of the
revelation principle still apply. Though there are impossibility results regarding consensus and
common knowledge in the economics literature, more recent contributions establish the
effectiveness of multiple repeat messages and how iterations of decentralized validation can be
truncated to achieve coordination. These are the nuts and bolts we need in going forward.
The remainder of the paper deals with specific applications. As an overview, contract theory is
used to derive optimal arrangements, constrained only by obstacles to trade, featuring how the
various aspects of ledgers can deepen infrastructure. Mechanism design and monetary theory are
used to study public versus partitioned ledgers and allow improvements in payment systems.
Micro- and macro-prudential regulation, rather than resisting innovation, can be improved with
the use of distributed ledger technologies. The overall goal is to provide blueprints for the ex
ante optimal design and regulation of financial systems, including not only choices at the end
points of centralized versus decentralized system spectrum, as in the hype, but typically hybrid
forms in between.
In more detail, section 6 focuses on implications of smart contracts and mechanism design for
innovation in the design and regulation of financial infrastructure. Various key issues can then be
discussed: Whether ledgers should be public or rather be private with deliberate randomization
and concealment; delegation of decision-making to a third party as an optimal endogenous
outcome to allow back and front loading of incentives in contacts; and, how to mitigate bank and
market runs through time stamped and immutable records of the histories of transactions.
Limitations are also presented, as in latency on networks, but with remedies. The implications of
mechanism design depend on the underlying environment and the problem being analyzed.
There are forces pushing towards decentralization and partitioned ledgers, in some cases, or for
centralization and a role for hierarchical third parties, in other cases.
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The Thai setting is featured in section 7, making the point that context matters. In Thailand, as in
other countries in Southeast Asia, the reach of traditional financial infrastructure is extremely
limited. The ironic virtue is that it is easier to start from scratch in implementing optimal designs,
as gains are large and there are no coordination or consortia problems. From Asian Development
Bank studies we know there are large gaps in services for credit, saving, payments, and
insurance. From the Townsend Thai project we know that informal risk sharing is good for
idiosyncratic risk. There are in effect village money markets replete with credit chains that
resemble the sophistication of advance country systems. But there are shortfalls in reallocating
risk across villages and regions, and management of cash is inefficient in rural areas.
Interventions can make a difference. A government village fund program had positive impacts on
consumption, borrowing, investment, profits, and intermediation, yet this was uneven. Those
without kin did not benefit nearly so much, and villages remain largely disconnected from one
another.
The point is that innovations using distributed ledgers have great potential. There are gains from
individual contracts and services, such as escrow services with non-banks, savings products for
automated deposit and portfolio management, and securitized waterfall payments along the path
of supply chains from buyer to seller to employee loans. There are also gains from competition,
as a common platform can provide structure for contract competition, with open access to
providers writing smart contracts, as with free entry in general equilibrium models with an
intermediary broker sector. A featured example of innovation is given: EvryNet, an intelligent
financial automation operation system that provides open source banking services and financial
contracts to unbanked and under-banked populations.
This does come with caveats. Competition among providers can fail to complete the financial
system due to unexploited complementarities and lack of coordination. Traditional regulation by
sector and product can exacerbate this problem. The timeline of when to allow competition also
matters. Not all forms of competition are good. Ex ante competition in rights to provide services
and contracts can be fine, but there needs to be exclusivity and restrictions on contract execution
and ex post spot trade.
The paper then turns in section 8 to dealing with the implications of the mechanism design and
monetary theory literatures for the design of payments systems, arguing for a blend of traditional
payment systems with the need for credit and insurance, and for regulation. Described are
various systems. One with synchronized ledgers is a relatively centralized implementation of
solutions to optimal mechanism design problems. A more decentralized but often equivalent
system features the role of tokens, both single tokens and multiple tokens, as in colored coins.
Equivalently, ledgers could be partitioned with voluntary and costly disclosure. Distinguished as
well is whether information in payments systems should be public or private. In the latter, one
does not want tokens to convey full histories.
Another part of section 8 shows that, in some instances, public information on ledgers is
necessary for coordination and prudential regulation. To achieve an optimum, one has to know
where the system is headed, the remaining options in the future to get there, and hence what
trades have been accomplished in the past and what trades are needed now. Classic work
established the generic impossibility of efficient yet decentralized monetary exchange.
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Knowledge of identities of agents, histories of trade and payments, and initial excess demands
are needed for implementation, not simply pairwise knowledge of those contemporaneously
matched, but also from others with whom contemporaneously-matched payment parties have not
been matched previously. Likewise, there are potential crashes with crypto currencies and digital
assets. As with circulating private debt as a medium of exchange, mismatch is likely as too much
or too little debt is issued. Clearly there could be problems in using distributed ledgers to keep
track of all information. An encouraging aspect of the featured examples is that there are only
key instances requiring public information on trade.
This part of the paper on payments then concludes in section 9 with two innovations, both using
DLT. One was run as an experiment by a central bank for commercial banks in an advanced
country, e.g., Project Jasper in Canada, and is replete with sophisticated algorithms implemented
as smart multi-party contracts for queuing and clearing. The other application embraces the full
set of possibilities for payments systems designed to achieve constrained-optimal trade, credit,
and insurance in the context of cross-border payments among money transfer operators (MTOs)
in Southeast Asia. Velo features an optimized liquidity management layer efficiently searching
for offsetting cross-country fiat balances for expedient clearing. MTOs can be viewed as agents
with varying income and balance sheets hit by shocks, the needs for trade of their customers,
hence themselves needing credit and insurance. Velo also features a digital reserve bank. A
supplementary discussion of the value tokens and cryptocurrency, and activist policy, is in
Appendix B.
The paper concludes with a summary, section 10. An online appendix (which can be found at:
http://www.robertmtownsend.net/research/online-appendix) provides easy access to some of the
key papers in the economics literature, and thus details of the models or empirical work, with
clickable links.

2 Ledgers as Financial Accounts
Here we focus on the most obvious component of distributed ledger technology, namely, the
ledgers themselves. The unique advantage of DLT as a ledger is that it can be held in common
and shared. As a corollary, DLT provides an additional accounting check beyond double-entry
book keeping on the reliability of recorded transactions. Further, links of DLT ledgers to
financial accounts open up a vision for future innovations that could have great power.

2.1 Statement of cash flow as a ledger: From paper currency to distributed ledgers in a
few steps
We make the link immediately to standard accounting concepts. Cash and paper currency
transactions can be recorded on ledgers. For village economies, this is done in Samphantharak
and Townsend (2009), where the statement of cash flow as a standard corporate account is
created. A transaction log operates on the Townsend Thai monthly survey data 8 and records cash
transactions that each household i has with any other household j. As with Bitcoin, there is an
initial state, who holds what coins, that is modified by a transaction to deliver a new state. A
8

http://townsend-thai.mit.edu/
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difference with paper currency, though, is that currency is held by the household as part of its
balance sheet and is not public. Currency is an actual portable physical token but not an
electronic entry. But the accounting concepts underlying the use of currency and the use of coins
are exactly the same.
A formal statement of cash flow goes a bit further. It distinguishes the purpose of the cash
outflow (or inflow) and thus records cash used for consumption and investment, for production,
and for financing as in borrowing and lending. The households in the Thai villages do not keep
these cash flow accounts. However, we constructed one for each surveyed household from the
Townsend Thai data. Such cash flow statements are essential for the study of liquidity, hinting at
a data use for DLT that we revisit throughout this paper. Recording liquidity will be an essential
feature of the mechanism design of distributed ledger systems.
We can now link the statement of cash flow to the new language of distributed ledgers with only
a few conceptual steps, as it is not hard to imagine how the new technology could map onto the
current paper currency systems. First, one could imagine in principle that accounts could be kept
on a common account or centralized common ledger. To establish a proof of concept, this is
being done with the Townsend Thai data. It’s “just” a new integrated database that we are
creating. A key step here is whether the transactions that would be recorded on the ledger are
consistent with each other, which involves rechecking the database to quantify discrepancies. If i
transacts with j, is j in the database and, if so, is j also reporting a transaction with i? Yet this
uncovers discrepancies, and this is one of the main things DLT can remedy. Some of these
discrepancies could be innocent measurement errors or honest mistakes in reporting.
Unfortunately, when we were first gathering this data two decades years ago, we did not have the
conceptualization of the common ledger as a check on the gathered monthly data. These and
other types of discrepancies matter, for example as in the New York financial markets. One
purpose of the common ledger component of DLT is to have consensus and avoid subsequent
validation.
Distributed ledgers could also be done in practice – in real time – if transactions were out of ewallet coins and hence recorded (electronic measurement more generally comes up in the
following section). Next, the common ledger could be created and distributed among the
households so that each has access to the common account or to their own identical copy (subject
to privacy, which we come back to under mechanism design below). We could call this new
common integrated database a distributed ledger.
In sum, the idea of ledgers as cash flow is not new. Yet when put on a common database,
discrepancies can be readily spotted and corrected. Approved histories can be thought of as
immutable. A limitation is that only subsets of transactions might be recorded, in which case
coordinated statements of cash flow could be incomplete. On the other hand, the vision for
further utility comes with the creation of complete and integrated accounts.

2.2 Financial accounts as ledgers more generally
A unified, more comprehensive measurement of the financial environment is represented by the
entire set of financial accounts. Specifically, measured transactions can be used to create formal
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financial statements, not only the statement of cash flow, but also the income statement and
balance sheet. More specifically, an initial baseline survey can be used to enumerate financial
and real assets, held at the beginning point in the timeline of the survey.9 Items on the balance
sheet would be amount of currency held, land, and other assets. Indeed, when on a common
ledger, this links to the idea in cryptography of using ledgers as a registry of secure property
titles. Likewise, cryptocurrency on the balance sheet would be an asset, hence termed a digital
asset.
Of course, liabilities can be measured in the same way. Subtraction of liabilities from assets thus
determines initial net worth. Then there are transactions over time. A household, for example,
surrenders currency to buy another asset. Currency can be used to buy consumption, an expense
on the income statement, and income is received as revenue on the income statement. The
difference in revenues and expenses is saving, which, along with incoming gifts and remittances,
must be equivalent with an increase in net assets. The statement of cash flow is similar to the
income statement except that for the income statement one typically uses an accrued income
concept. Expenses are booked only when there is revenue, as in finance, to measure profits as the
return on assets used to operate projects. The distinction between accrual and cash flow methods
allows for the distinction between productivity and liquidity, and is often essential.
A key point to note is that a given transaction in the data can and typically will enter multiple
times across individual statements. Thus, the change in balance sheet and income statement must
be consistent with each other. The books have to balance. This is the idea behind double-entry
bookkeeping, done for accuracy at the individual entity level, which was a huge innovation at the
time the concept, invented by Luca Pacioli, 1494, who is considered to be the “father of
accounting,” but could have been Benedetto Cotrugli, even earlier, in 1458. Distributed and
common ledgers to reduce discrepancies is another layer on top, and maybe just as important an
innovation as double entry book keeping was.10 This is a more accurate system than accounts
individually. All this comes from the log of transactions.
Of course, to create the complete financial accounts from a distributed ledger, certain meta data
have to be recorded as part of measured transactions. Again, as an example, the code which
creates the accounts for the Townsend Thai data operates on the underlying transactions data,
pre-programed to recognize from the questions to which the transaction answers are given, where
in the accounts particular transactions should be entered. Any entity, e.g., a large firm, is doing
this with its own proprietary financial accounts, so the firm at least knows the nature of its own
transactions through the lens of financial accounts. In contrast, a distributed ledger which records
only transactions without categorization cannot be used to create complete financial accounts.
The middle common ground is perhaps the most interesting: Transacting parties record the
categorization, and reconciliation seeks to make the categorization common. This could be an
additional advance made possible with common ledgers: consensus categorization. The common
accounts component of DLT could allow this to be done while maintaining privacy, just as DLT
can remove discrepancies in trade.

9

We do not have a natural beginning point, unlike the genesis state in cryptography for the first e-coins, hence we
need the measurement of a baseline.
10
For a discussion, see Kestenbaum (2012).
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To sum up, complete financial accounts can have value for the accuracy of measurement, for
analysis of data, hence for the households and businesses themselves. The log of transactions can
have value for policy.
Appendix A contains two example applications that convey the value of enhanced financial
accounts for policy in emerging markets and the US, to track the impact of tariffs or
liberalizations and to measure liquidity flows to build micro-founded macro models. Appendix B
shows how a log of transactions can be used specifically as a basis for an activist cryptocurrency
policy of a digital reserve bank.

2.3 DLT vs. traditional database: Limitations of distributed databases to be recognized
and incorporated in designs
A ledger could be viewed as a traditional database, in which a user can Create, Read, Update, or
Delete (CRUD) (Ray 2017). In contrast, with distributed ledgers a user can read and retrieve
data, that is, audit records, and a user can write by adding more data, append only. Newly
proposed transactions have to be validated in some way. Likewise, past validated histories are
immutable. There is no updating of past transactions and no deletion.
But with the decentralized system of distributed ledgers comes known database problems. A
theorem in computer science (the CAP theorem) states that it is impossible for a distributed data
store to simultaneously provide more than two out of the following three guarantees: (i)
Consistency – where every read receives the most recent write or an error; (ii) Availability –
where every request receives a (non-error) response, without the guarantee that it contains the
most recent write as with consistency; (iii) Partition Tolerance – in which the system continues
to operate despite an arbitrary number of messages being dropped (or delayed) by the network
between nodes, that is, a partition, for one reason or another.
To highlight further, in the presence of a partition tolerance, one has to choose between
consistency and availability. Further, even when the system is running normally, there is a
tension between consistency and latency. Latency is the amount of time a message takes to
traverse a system, how much time it takes for a packet of data to get from one designated point to
another (Wikipedia 2018b). These choices have to be part of the design. Bitcoin and other
consensus algorithms make choices about how to address these for transactions in tokens.
More specifically, we come to the Fischer Consensus Problem of distributed computing (Fischer,
Lynch and Paterson 1985), though we need some definitions first: “In computer
science, synchronization refers to one of two distinct but related concepts: synchronization
of processes, and synchronization of data. Process synchronization refers to the idea that multiple
processes are to join up or handshake at a certain point, in order to reach an agreement or commit
to a certain sequence of action. Data synchronization refers to the idea of keeping multiple copies
of a dataset in coherence with one another, or to maintain data integrity. Process synchronization
primitives are commonly used to implement data synchronization” (Wikipedia 2019). Otherwise
the process is asynchronous.
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Fischer proved that it is impossible to guarantee that any asynchronously connected set of
communicating nodes can agree on even a single bit value – a devastating result. On the other
hand, the Fischer consensus problem can be resolved simply by synchronizing from a single
point, which is what the bitcoin mining protocol essentially does. However, doing so introduces
a single point of centralization, ironic given the decentralized connotation of DLT as emphasized
in the introduction. This centralization in turn can cause scaling problems, as every node must be
connected to every other to achieve consensus, and the costs of messages rise exponentially with
the number of nodes. This is one of the causes of congestion in Bitcoin: slow speed. Computer
science/distributed systems bounce between these problems: CAP in asynchronous systems, and
scaling and fault tolerance in synchronous systems. These features should drive choices as part
of a constrained optimal design (Jacky Mallet, personal communication, January, 2019).
Among these choices, the existence of a trusted third party can greatly enhance speed and lower
costs. Examples in practice include the use of a trusted third party to facilitate trade by
eliminating reconciliation problems, as with the Digital Assets innovation for the Australian
stock exchange. Adopting the language of Casey et al (2018), these systems are known as
“permissioned” (or “private”) blockchains, with a limited set of entities, or even a single
organization, allowed to write to the blockchain. This can reduce scaling problems. Permissioned
blockchain and partitioned ledgers with private information do make decentralized consensus
harder.
Another example highlighted in Casey at al (2018), the Lightning Network, aims to greatly
reduce cost and time constraints by shifting small transactions to a cryptographically secure “offchain” environment, so that only large netting transactions need to be directly settled into a
resource-constrained blockchain. With Hyperledger Fabric, a permissioned blockchain, a thirdparty auditor or regulator can obtain provably correct answers to queries about the system as a
whole using zero-knowledge-proof concepts. Centralized DLT exchanges for crypto currency
have “relayers,” application interfaces that allow users to trade in a decentralized manner
(Bronstein 2018).
Mallett (2009) compares strictly hierarchical/client servers with fully connected mesh networks
and then speaks to the advantages of partial mesh networks. The point is to compare, and
potentially select among network designs. The military uses a hierarchical system which suffers
from lack of integration of local information but has the advantage of low latency, as one way
commands from headquarters are obeyed. These hybrid designs need to be integrated further
with economic systems, and, indeed, the industrial and management organization may be
endogenous with the design selected. As a suggestive example, Townsend (1978) establishes
with simple transaction costs arguments that optimal risk sharing arrangements partition agents
into subgroups, despite ever decreasing per capita costs and ever increasing gains from having all
agents in one mutual fund, due to portfolio diversification and the law of large numbers. More
generally, the economic issue is whether to have OTC markets, centralized platforms, or a hybrid
in between those.
The risk in having centralized control of a database is that anyone with sufficient access to it can
destroy or corrupt data, so users are reliant on the security infrastructure of the database operator
and have to trust those with write capabilities. In contrast, distributed ledgers use decentralized
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data storage, in the sense that the ledgers are distributed among users. With cryptographic rules
for change, security is inherent in this structure; there is no single copy. A key property of
blockchains such as Bitcoin is that they do not rely on a single trusted third party as trustee or
notary to intermediate transactions. The blockchain network enforces execution, giving this a
social aspect. This is what Nakamoto (2008) meant by a system without a trusted third party.
One should conclude this section with the thought that there are tradeoffs in design: Which
system might dominate is a function of the environment, including DLT technology, and goals,
including the economics of outcomes.

3 e‐Payments and e‐messages
In this section we compare and contrast Thailand to Sweden and then put Kenya in between as a
home of an impressive innovation in e-payments with measured, documented welfare gains. The
point is that gains can be large even for mundane systems using components of DLT, gains that
remain to be harvested in many low income and developing countries.

3.1 Thailand and the predominate use of paper currency
In emerging markets, such as those in Southeast Asia (SEA), 55% to 90% of all payment transactions
are conducted through physical cash payments. The ratio of currency to GDP is 11. 37% for all of
Thailand, the fourth highest among countries listed in a 2015 study (Rogoff 2016). Based on currency
and coin outstanding, and measurement income and consumption in GDP, Thailand is estimated to
have individual per capita currency holdings equal to 7 months of consumption, on average. Asian
countries have a ratio of currency to GDP relative to the rest of the world, generally.
Alvarez, Pawasutipaisit, and Townsend (2018) use data that were gathered monthly, with
consumption bi-weekly, in 16 villages, half in agrarian provinces in the Northeast and half in
more industrialized or cash crop provinces near Bangkok. They find that typical households
running small businesses use paper currency for small and large transactions, spending on
consumption in normal times, with spikes in unusual times coming from durable goods, rotating
savings and credit association (ROSCA) transactions. They receive paper currency from income
in normal times, with spikes coming from land sales, loans, and gifts. The costs of cash mismanagement are calculated to be of the order of magnitude of 2% to 9.5% of monthly
consumption. The top end of that range corresponds with fitting a Miller-Orr (1966) model for
business adding an ingredient, occasional free transactions, as for households in Alvarez and
Lippi (2009). The businesses in the Thai setting are household-run small and medium enterprises
(SMEs). The calculation uses an optimized value function from a dynamic program, the
minimized discounted present value cost of holding cash. The lower end of the range of costs
corresponds with the interest rate on bank accounts multiplied by average cash holding. Costs are
non-trivial even at the low end of the range. This is far higher than estimated costs of business
cycles, for example, and does not consider the costs of printing and distributing the currency.
There are gains to be had from moving away from paper currency to electronic systems which
could allow payment of interest.
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3.2 Sweden as an almost cashless society
The Riksbank began in the 1980s to make systematic efforts to shift a large part of the cost of
managing paper currency to the private sector so that the private sector would bear and
internalize cash management. The number of central bank branches was successively reduced,
from one in each province to 20 nationally, and now they’re down to one cash distribution center
staffed by eight people. Price distortions were corrected as banks were asked to pay transport
costs and also received interest on cash held overnight. The Riksbank’s role is limited to
printing, transportation to the single cash center, and the destruction of defective and obsolete
notes and coins. The private sector has coordinated in allowing inter-operability: one credit card
network for clearing, one single bank ID, and one mobile application (Swish) for low-value
payments, with the single central bank cash center operating as a decentralized wholesaler
between banks and the Riksbank (Ingves, 2016; Skingsley 2016).
Sweden is currently down to less than 2.5 as a ratio of paper currency per GDP, one of the lowest
in the world. It is a highly digitized country with most transactions occurring in electronic form,
under debit cards, credit cards, and e-transfers, as reported in a Riksbank survey (2018). Card
payments per person are among the highest in the world. There are various electronic clearing
systems with financial institutions as key nodes intermediating payments: 160 million
transactions yearly in the data clearing system (owned by Swedish Bankers’ Association); 180
million transactions in the Swish system in 2018; 800 million transactions yearly in the
Bankgirot system (batch); and 2.2 billion card payments.11 Not all of these data are public but
they exist in electronic form, obviously.

3.3 Kenya: M‐Pesa as an e‐money innovation with large social gains
Kenya lies midway between currency-intensive Thailand and virtually-cashless Sweden. In this
context, e-money can have social value, especially for certain segments of the population. More
generally, the potential of new technologies to transform traditional systems is significant, and emoney systems have been endorsed by the G-20 as an opportunity to build financial markets,
constructing new financial systems that increase financial access for large unbanked populations
in developing countries (G20 Research Group 2013).
M-Pesa is an e-money implemented by Safaricom. Households can go to a company agent and
exchange Kenyan shillings for cell phone credits, which can then be used for purchases or money
transfers. For example, a migrant worker in Nairobi can send cell credits back to relatives in the
village, which an agent there cashes out back into shillings on request. This is a functional and
comprehensive value transfer system in the context of the actual rugged environment of the
economy that gave birth to it.

11

Ironically, The Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (2017) writes in a report that currency infrastructure is being depleted.
Cash is becoming less accessible. Many banks have stopped managing cash with ATMs, which are disappearing. In a growing
number of stores around the country, it is not possible to pay with cash today. There is a common worry that people who use only
currency may become isolated outside the payment system unless they find the support and help they need. See also Erlandsson
and Guibourg (2018).
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M-Pesa functions as a “stable coin,” that is, with a fixed local exchange rate to fiat currency.
Notably, the exchange between cell accounts and Kenyan shillings are 1-1 apart from a schedule
of pre-specified transaction costs. These costs are quite low: 6% for tiny values and falling to
less than 1% for larger values. This is one-sixth of Western Union’s rates and one-twelfth of
Postal Pay’s. In Kenya, Safaricom is a single trusted third party, keeping all of the accounts,
though customers can see their own accounts. The technology uses relatively inexpensive cell
phones. Adoption in Kenya among those without bank accounts rose from 20% in 2008 to 90%
by 2014.12
There is social value to M-Pesa. Studies have shown that M-Pesa aids in economy-wide risksharing (Suri 2017). The staggered nature of the roll-out allowed a quasi-natural experimental
evaluation. Consumption is smoother, more immune from households’ specific income shocks.
Value can be transferred from households running budget surpluses to those running deficits, for
example, and transferred across regions. Mobile money has also allowed a more efficient
allocation of labor and resulted in a meaningful reduction of poverty (Jack and Suri, 2014).
Non-bank fintechs such as M-Shwari use M-Pesa to lend to this low-income population,
accessing both the record of transactions in a scoring system and using M-Pesa as the
payment/repayment medium. There are now over twenty digital credit providers in Kenya.13 The
point is that the scoring systems are using the transaction data that are recorded in M-Pesa.
Yet to be emphasized here, and key to the discussion earlier, Safaricom does not refer to its
system as a distributed ledger system. The ledgers are not distributed. They are owned and
operated by Safaricom with customers permitted to see individual pieces and make associated
approved transactions. Put another way, customers see Safaricom accounts for balances of their
ownership of M-Pesa cell-credits and can verify transfers. Customers could but likely do not
keep accounts of their currency. Safaricom has complete accounts for cell-credits for all
customers and is the trusted third party running that database. Likewise M-Pesa is not
categorized as a cryptocurrency.
This can be fine. In Kenya, it has worked well so far. One does not need to incorporate all the
components of DLT in order for implementation of a subset of components to have value.
One cannot help but note, though, that Safaricom could in principle lend its funds, and thus
would look ever more like a bank, with fractional reserve banking. Actually, its funds are put on
deposit in commercial banks, and the interest is contributed to charity. This is what allowed the
advent of M-Pesa and approval by the Ministry of Finance, that Safaricom not be classified as a
commercial bank. Yet in countries such as Kenya, bank runs and failures are commonplace. For
this reason, as they and others began to think about these risks, Safaricom switched to putting its
funds in multiple banks. The point: There are limits to trusted third parties, if not direct then
indirect. In some contexts third party trust is a real issue.

12
13

See Jack, Suri, and Townsend (2010) for this discussion.
See Carlson (2017) for a study of one of them, and more recently Bharadwaj, Jack and Suri (2018).
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3.4 The role of broker‐dealers, shortages, thin markets, and common concerns about
liquidity in various disparate contexts: Concerns to be incorporated in subsequent
design
Dealers in private e-money and paper currency face shortages of liquidity, of one object or
another, and this can show up in various ways. Returning to M-Pesa and the example of Kenya,
Jack and Suri survey households that use M-Pesa and the agents that are contractual spatial
outposts for Safaricom (Jack and Suri 2011). As reported in Jack, Suri, and Townsend (2010),
agents run out of one object or the other on a regular basis. Over 60% of agents run out of emoney anywhere from approximately once a month to multiple times a day. Likewise, close to
50% of dealers run out of Kenyan shillings. Recall that the exchange is guaranteed to be 1-1 with
no variation in prices or transactions fees. Shortages typically occur with fixed prices, of course.
In other situations, one might imagine varying prices but with the potentially lingering problems
of thin markets (that is, not many participants).
New systems emerge to cope with these challenges. In Kenya, there are transfers and
borrowing/lending among Safaricom agents in a kind of informal market, including gifts. Interagent markets could be formalized and potentially improved upon, though of course subject to
the obstacles of the environment. Here, with costly transport of fiat paper currency, spatial
ingredients play an inherent role. While the e-part is virtually instantaneous, paper currency has
to get to the agent. No formal system has as yet been designed.
In a very different context, in value and location, but quite close conceptually, consider the New
York financial market system. There is inter-bank borrowing and lending of excess reserves, and
broker-dealers provide liquidity to this market. As documented in Cocco, Gomes, and Martins
(2009), the relationships of traders with dealers who have low correlation in liquidity shocks
allow insurance against shortage of funds. Lagos and Zhang (2018) note the role of liquidity in
monetary policy.14 In this sense, the shortages are a driving force. In this New York context
though, unlike the Kenyan example, the market is entirely in e-objects. There are continuing
innovations; see Li and Schürhoff (2012) and Hendershott and Madhavan (2015). Still, problems
remain and there is considerable scope for improvements in the e-infrastructure systems that are
used today.
Likewise, the functioning cryptocurrency exchange platforms should be integral rather than
peripheral to the debate about tokens and distributed ledgers. Brokers can provide liquidity
through implicit insurance but are potentially charging abusive markups and committing fraud.
The most popular cryptocurrency exchanges, such as Coinbase, Binance and Kraken, are
implemented as centralized exchanges, thus again the same irony. These crypto exchanges also
rely on traditional technology, where customers can access and trade using e-mail and simple
passwords. This is what has led to hacking episodes. However, contemporary decentralized
exchanges using DLT technology, which include 0x, Protocol, AirSwap, and OmiseGO, are
difficult to use, have limited capability, and are low volume (Glazer 2018).
In conclusion, innovation in financial infrastructure may be possible. On the other hand, there
may not be inherent contradictions as tokens and exchanges fulfill different economic functions,
one to provide record of ownership and the other to facilitate exchange. It is an advantage of
14

See also Lagos and Wright (2005).
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economic analysis that we can draw these distinctions, getting beneath the hype. A core issue is
whether or not new distributed ledger-based trading platforms lower clearly identified costs.

4 Encryption
Cryptocurrencies are e-message systems similar in their basics to M-Pesa but differing in the
amount of cryptography used, diverse methods for validation of transactions, and the public
nature of the ledgers. One might have thought this cryptography component is what makes DLT
new, but that is not the case.
The use of cryptography goes back to at least to the Mesopotamians, where it was key a key part
of their economic and messaging systems. TCP/IP protocol is reminiscent of that, where pieces
are put into “envelopes” where they are encased by beginning and ending bits, and then
disseminated.
About 7500-3500 BC, in Mesopotamia, the code for communication consisted of tokens of some
6 types, distinct shapes representing particular commodities. Then around 3500-3100 BC, new
complex tokens were covered with lines or dots conferring qualitative and quantitative
information (Schmandt-Besserat, Denise. 2014). Eventually tokens were put in clay envelopes as
a manifest for shipping goods, sealed so that tampering with the manifest would be evident on
arrival, as would theft of cargo, as a check of the actual cargo inventory against the manifest
would reveal. Writing on the clay manifest envelopes to convey contents of the message (and
cargo) is what gave birth to Cuneiform writing (Trubek 2015).
Another historical example: Tally Sticks as messages and proof of contract emerged as monies in
Medieval England and were used for centuries, including as a money means of payment (Harford
2017). Tallies were a way of recording debts with a system: Willow sticks recorded the original
debt transaction and then were split in half; with a distinctive grain, the two halves would match
only each other, the requisite proof. The lender’s half of the tally stock was used as a safe and
convenient form of payment (hence the word “stock”). When cashed in, the two halves were
checked (hence the word “check”).15
This historical discussion leads into key issues in computer science and algorithms. A central
component is public-key cryptography. Keys come in pairs, public keys which may be
disseminated widely, and private keys which are known only to the owner. The generation of
such keys depends on cryptographic algorithms based on mathematical problems to produce oneway functions. Effective security only requires keeping the private key private. In such a system,
any person can encrypt a message using the public key, but that encrypted message can only be
deciphered with the private key. Roughly, it is known who sent the message but not what the
15

“Those tally sticks met an unfortunate end. The system was finally abolished and replaced by paper ledgers in
1834. To celebrate, it was decided to burn the sticks - six centuries of irreplaceable monetary records - in a coalfired stove in the House of Lords, rather than letting parliamentary staff take them home for firewood. Burning a
cartload or two of tally sticks in a coal-fired stove is a wonderful way to start a raging chimney fire. So it was that
the House of Lords, then the House of Commons, and almost the entire Palace of Westminster - a building as old as
the tally stick system itself - was burned to the ground.” (Harford 2017)
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message is. Public key algorithms are fundamental security ingredients assuring the
confidentiality, authenticity and non- repudiable electronic communications and data storage.
They underpin various Internet standards.
IBM was putting crypto express cards into its mainframes by 2009. A key distinction now is the
perfectly opaque computational systems in which participants cannot look in at all versus zero
knowledge proof systems which do allow participants to look in and find proof that each subset
of code ran as intended.

4.1 Bitcoin
Transactions in Bitcoin are encoded messages. The keys ensure no one can transact on someone
else’s ID, impersonating a node. Because the message or transaction can only be created with the
key combination, it is known the spender wishes to unlock and spend the coin, plus there is
commitment to the transaction, so it cannot be undone or reneged upon later.
Double spending would be possible if two messages from a given node were able to spend the
same coin. In fact, with internet latency, the problem mentioned earlier, it would be hard to know
which transaction came first and should be valid in principle, as time stamps are not necessarily
chronological. For Bitcoin, blocks of individual transactions are broadcast to the entire network,
or at least to those listening among the community of users. Blocks economize on messages and
costs of validation. Anonymous nodes verify blocks of new transactions of which they are aware,
transactions that have been accumulating as candidates on individual copies of ledgers over the
previous 10 minutes or so. The messages broadcast to the community of users consists of these
new series of transactions on the block, concatenated with a randomly chosen number, and then
hashed into a 256-bit encrypted message. (Bitcoin is credited with the use of public
randomization devices.) Hashing is essentially a one-way function. To dis-encrypt the hash back
into the message, one needs to proceed by trial and error, though solutions are evident once
found.
One potential problem is that nodes as bad actors could propose the latest version of the ledger
that they would like to become immutable, e.g., containing the second of the double-spend
transactions, while the first was already used to acquire something else. To thwart this, under the
Bitcoin system, it is as if one node were selected at random to certify a current new candidate
ledger; and key to Bitcoin, this certification requires time and energy. This limits entry into
validation. A proof-of-work algorithm requires a selectable amount of work to find the random
number that, when added to the set of transactions, created the hash. Difficulty is controlled by
having to match the first string of bits of the hash only, e.g., 30 initial digits as zeros. The
discovered random number is then added to the bottom of the block as the proof, a certification
of work done that all can confirm easily.
In fact, a group of miners are all simultaneously running code to decipher, and the miner that
finds the solution first finds it essentially randomly, as everyone is attempting by simple trial and
error. The premise of Bitcoin, and computer science more generally, is that most nodes are
honest. Temporary multiplicity or fraud is possible if another branch containing new blocks is
created. But the convention is that the longest interim chain is considered to be the valid one, and
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to reinforce this, miners have incentives to mine the longest chain as they are rewarded in
Bitcoin only if the block of transactions they validate becomes, eventually, part of the immutable
history. There could be threats of a double-spending run or extortion if a group of miners
acquired 51% of computing power. All of the blocks of ledgers in a chain are linked together,
given that the top of each ledger contains the hash of the previous ledger. Cryptography with
proof-of-work by these miners, implemented up to six times, ideally sends the probability of
malfunction or fraud asymptotically to zero.
There is no single trusted third party in this public distributed ledger. Yet that is a bit misleading.
The fundamental premise is that most nodes are trustworthy, and incentives of the mechanism
which in fact is not collusion-proof are relied on heavily in the algorithm. The synchronization
also requires a kind of centralization, as noted earlier. Some recent economics literature has
focused on critiques of Bitcoin.16 Others argue the platform is more robust and malleable than it
might seem, (Casey et al 2018).
Many new coins have emerged with alternative verification systems which, like Bitcoin, also do
not rely on single trusted third parties.

4.2 Ripple
Closely related to the Kenyan environment where we featured transfers of value from city to
town are cryptographic e-money systems for the purchase and sale of national currencies,
including transfers of value across international borders. It is at present relatively costly and slow
to do this through commercial bank systems. Ripple is a for-profit entity that has revolutionized
this environment by working with mainstream large financial institutions.
Users of Ripple buy the coin “XRP” and make payments among each other using
cryptographically-signed transactions denominated in XRP. But transactions in fiat currencies
and other objects are frequent and tokens represent these fiat monies on the ledgers. Ripple is
essentially a payments protocol for fiat money through these tokens. XRP has value, but part of
the reason for the coin is a design to prevent hacking. Flooding servers with innumerable
transactions causes the cost of transactions to rise exponentially and so is not a cost-effective
strategy. Put differently, simply being malicious can be exorbitantly costly.
For XRP-denominated transactions, Ripple can make use of its internal ledger. Its primary
function is inter-bank transfer, using a decentralized trust system on a permissioned ledger.
Banks are key nodes trusted by users that hold funds and issue balances on behalf of customers.
Users have to specify the other users they trust and to what amount. When a payment is made
between two users that trust each other, the balance of the mutual credit line is adjusted, subject
to limits set by each user. The user paying out to a customer in the country of destination is
effectively lending value to the originator of the transaction, trusting to get it back. This is
similar to the medieval hawala system among merchants and correspondent banks, a popular
and informal value transfer system based not on the movement of cash, or on telegraph or
16

See for example, Athey et al 2016, Budish 2018, Foley, Karlsen and Putnins 2018, Griffin and Shams 2018, Prat
and Walter 2018, Biais et al (2018) and Cong, He and Li (2018).
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computer network wire transfers between banks, but instead on the performance and honor of a
huge network of money brokers (known as hawaladars) (Wikipedia 2018a).
In order to send assets between users that have not directly established a trust relationship, the
protocol tries to find a path between the two users such that each link of the path is between two
users that do have a trust relationship, again subject to caps.17 In principle, if there is not a trust
path, then XRP can be used to balance the transaction in the other direction. Likewise, credit
lines readjust to earlier levels if there are flows among trusted users going the other way.
Outstanding IOUs are on a public ledger of accounts.

4.3 Stellar
The Stellar Development Foundation is a not-for-profit organization that provides greater access
and inclusion by connecting people to low-cost financial services. Stellar is open source and a
public ledger: it sees expansion into underserved populations as its primary mission. Stellar does
not rely on mainstream financial institutions. Individual users are not necessarily large financial
institutions such as bank, are allowed to be non-bank and small, such as money transfer
operators.
Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP) (Mazieres 2016) utilizes a Federated Byzantine Agreement
that allows more universal access, akin to the internet, as a way to interact among strangers.
The aptly-named Byzantine Generals Problem is illustrative and comes from distributed
computing. A subset of a group of generals are potential traitors (Lamport, Shostak and Pease
1982; Robinson 2009), bad nodes either malicious or sending error ridden messages. The
decision to be made by the generals is whether to attack or withdraw, that is, approve
transactions or not, and this requires consensus. The generals are exchanging messages with each
other. If the number of potential traitors (faults) is known, and all other nodes tell the truth, then,
intuitively, cross-checking a sufficient number of messages is sufficient. However, the degree of
difficulty is a function of primitive assumptions. If a coordinator is assumed to always send
honest messages, then things are easier, as one only needs to check a small sample of other nodes
– a bit of centralization. If the coordinator could be faulty, more cross-checks are needed. If
nodes somehow cannot lie about what they have heard, that is helpful, though this requires more
rounds. If nodes start repeating what they have heard from others, the group may have to
abandon the primary coordinator node.
In the Stellar protocol for validation, each participant names others it considers important and
requires that the majority of these others agree to any batch of transactions. Yet those other
important participants do not agree until the participants they consider important also agree. Each
transaction requires a majority of nodes designated as “important” by both traders (Ray 2018).
The system is thus designed to be open to new entrants naming their own trust network. Unlike
Bitcoin, Stellar forms a decentralized consensus among a group of nodes that are transitively
connected to each other by trust. This is a way to limit the congestion and time cost of cross
checking messages.
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See also Dandekar, et al (2012).
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Stellar, like Ripple, can transfer value across virtually any object, e.g., creating fiat money tokens
that are then cashed out. Stellar can also transfer the tokens of others who wish to design their
own platform with their own coin, linking to Stellar for value transfers.
Stellar uses anchors and market makers to intermediate the exchange of individual parties. An
anchor is typically a highly regarded financial institution, namely a commercial bank. To make
an international exchange transaction, for example, a customer makes a deposit with the anchor
in fiat currency, of the country of origination for example, and thus issues an IOU, a debt, to the
depositor. This is termed a base account. The fiat money is then converted 1-1 to a token
equivalent amount, apart from fees, and these tokens are termed assets, in a base account. The
anchor contacts a market maker, a user, who, like broker dealers in other contexts, posts bid-ask
spreads and carries some inventory of a variety of assets. If not holding the fiat token of the
country of destination, a second broker dealer is found as a go-between. An algorithm searches
for minimal paths. Potentially finding the optimal path is an NP hard problem, but typically only
two steps are used, at most. The user broker-dealer needs to establish a trust line with the anchor
to ensure itself the deposit with the originating fiat money is there and that the asset is backed in
that sense.

4.4 Proof of stake based cryptocurrencies, and others
Proof of stake (PoS) is an alternative for validating the transactions executed by miners. In
contrast to proof of work, miners put up a number of their coins on a block. A miner is then
chosen deterministically by an algorithm based on such posted coins and how long owned,
among other criteria. Other variations include Delegated Proof of Stake and Weighted Proof of
Stake.
Related is Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance which allows a distributed computer network to
function as desired and correctly reach a sufficient consensus despite malicious components
(nodes) of the system failing or propagating incorrect information to other peers. This has been
extensively researched and optimized with a diverse set of solutions in practice (Curran 2018).18
A final variation is Proof of Authority, relatively centralized, as the name connotes.19
In sum, the mostly decentralized part of cryptocurrency transfers is the validation procedure,
which does not make use of a single, common trusted third party. To some, this is the hallmark
of DLT. However, it too has deep historical roots.

4.5

Distributed Consensus

The roots of distributed ledgers come from distributed consensus, which has been studied for
decades in computer science. The traditional application is reliability in distributed computing
systems. Narayanan (2016) defines a distributed consensus protocol: There are n nodes that have
an input value. Some of these nodes are faulty or malicious. A distributed consensus protocol has
18

For recent implementation and a clear statement, see Tendermint https://tendermint.com.
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two properties: It must terminate with all honest nodes in agreement on value; and the value must
have been generated by honest nodes. This, again, is the basis of secure multiparty computation.
Ripple and Stellar are, in this language, distributed consensus protocols but with identified
nodes, which Narayanan distinguishes from Bitcoin where nodes are anonymous, and so he does
not want to refer to their tokens as crypto currencies.
Another clear definition of distributed ledgers: Multiple, distrusting organizations who run a
protocol to create an append-only log in which all participants can verify the integrity of entries
appended to the log (Neha Narula, personal correspondence, January, 2019). This definition has
the advantage that it does not refer to trusted third parties, as otherwise it is ambiguous whether
there is one common trusted party, or layers of trust. It is sufficient that there be some distrust,
and note that it is among organizations, not nodes, recognizing conflict of interest. For example,
Digital Asset designed a ledger for the Australian stock exchange which falls under this
definition. A buyer and seller of an equity agree to a trade on the Exchange, but before it is
recorded, the Exchange as an entity posts an encrypted message, sending an alert to each party
for them to verify and confirm, each party then putting the trade in their proprietary Contract
Store, and finally the entry is confirmed as an immutably (encrypted) item on the common
ledger. Note that the Exchange is playing a role like a notary as a named party. The buyer and
seller do not trust one another and do not have to consent to the posted trade listed on the
Exchange, either. Once all three parties agree in the protocol, we are done. Notably, the trade
does not require a larger consensus protocol the way Bitcoin, Stellar, Ripple and others do.
Finally, zkLedger is a protocol which allows outside auditors, for example for regulation, to
verify accurate information while protecting privacy through zero-knowledge proofs of
cryptography (Narula, Vasquez and Virza 2018).

5 Contract theory and smart contracts: Mechanism design
This section on contract theory provides the opportunity to review and be specific about the
various meanings of the word trust, as with trust in third parties, needed or not. We can
distinguish trust in contracting with a time lag in performance; parties trust each other; parties
trust 3rd party intermediary; and parties trust the incentives under which their counterparty is
acting, to name some examples. The relevance of contracts comes to life and is super-charged
with the possibilities created by the distributed ledger technology which allows “smart
contracts”. Likewise, we can be more precise in this section about underlying frictions and how
smart contracts can deal with these. Finally, we return to the diverse perspectives of mechanism
design and computer science, yet find some unexploited common ground which could be used in
subsequent designs.

5.1 Contract theory and the meaning of trust
The simplest of contracts between two parties is the purchase and sale of a commodity or asset.
Indeed, if done as a spot market exchange, then we could avoid the language of contracts
altogether. But here it is clarifying to think of the contract as an agreement of the buyer to
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surrender cash and the seller to surrender the commodity. More generally, the buyer is debited
and the seller is credited. When there are lags between the time of the agreement to trade and the
eventual payment, then there can be issues. If there is no collateral, then the parties trust each
other to carry out their part. This is a full commitment contract, under which promises are made
and honored, as is commonly assumed in the contract literature, hence, one notion of trust.
However, an alternative is for a trusted third party to stand between the traders making trade
possible among strangers. PayPal and Alibaba/Ant Financial are examples.
With borrowing and lending, trust issues are even more apparent, as the lender either trusts the
borrower to repay, or otherwise there should be collateral backing the loan put in escrow. In the
latter case, a transaction among strangers is possible, implemented with a conditional if-then
statement to define what happens with and without default (see below for smart contracts). ( see
Geanakoplos 2003; Kilenthong and Townsend 2018 for a literature on securities as contracts
which embed collateral as a contract characteristic).
When there is private information known by only one of the parties, then others may trust the
informed party to send a message and reveal it. Essentially, this is assumed in much though not
all of the computer science literature, though there remain issues of capacity and latency of
message systems, creating challenging problems in their own right. In contrast, in the contract
mechanism design literature, the contract has to be designed in such a way as to induce the
informed party to tell the truth.20 The message is endogenous. Mechanism design enables agents
to believe in the truth of others because they “trust” or believe that others will respond rationally
to incentives built into the system. The mechanism or game need not be imposed per se; it can be
derived as constrained-optimal, that is, given information constraints. Likewise, where there is
unobserved effort or other unobserved actions, actions are recommended. Either a party is trusted
to take appropriate actions or otherwise must be given an incentive to do so. This is the classic
moral hazard problem (Harris and Raviv 1979). Likewise, though information is private,
constrained-optimal arrangements cannot only allow reporting but also some revelation, hence
information becomes public. These latter mechanisms are not black and white, that is, not all
private nor all public.
A third example: Output from a project is privately observed. Verification of project output by a
lender or insurer is possible but costly. This is exactly costly verification of messages and hence
in principle could be part of computer science designs. Over a range of outputs, repayment of a
loan is constant, resembling debt. Actual outcomes need not be known, and in effect there is no
message. For low outputs, however, claims are not trusted but verified at a cost, as if validating
financial statements, for example. This is costly state verification (Townsend 1979, Gale and
Hellwig 1985). The notion of verification, however costly or infrequent, is central to execution
of actual contracts, a point made in Gans (2018).
The general point here is that the word “trust” could be confounded with information and
incentive issues. But, on the other hand, from contract theory we know there are a variety of uses
of the word trust that are separate from one another. In particular, incentives are separated from
full commitment as distinct concepts.
20

See the revelation principle in Harris and Townsend (1981), Myerson (1982; 1986), Dasgupta, Hammond, and
Maskin, 1979.
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Limited commitment has a specific meaning in contract theory. One party may wish to withdraw
and go their own way, in which case contracts with limited commitment make sure that future
rewards do not fall below certain thresholds, to retain participation. This is loaded into the
contract. In the autarky version of this, there is implicit trust that a banishment penalty can be
imposed were withdrawal to happen. Ironically, is takes this off-equilibrium commitment to deal
with the original limited commitment problem.21 Likewise, in the competitive market version of
this, we trust a party not to break the relationship even though it might be mutually advantageous
to one of the original parties and an entrant. For example, this can occur when one party of a
contract is drawn off by a competitor or a third party that has not entered in the multi-agent
arrangement (Jacklin 1987). Relatedly, both parties to a contract may wish to renegotiate and
start over, but that would be bad for incentives ex ante. So, either the parties trust that will not
happen, as in full commitment models, or a time consistency constraint is appended to the
underlying contract problem, so that time consistency is loaded in and there is no temptation.22
Enhanced commitment to deal with single party or multiple party deviations is possible under the
smart contract technology.
Otherwise, if contracts are incomplete and penalties cannot be imposed internally as part of the
contract, then there is a way to formalize a role for reputation when there is no trust, and, on the
other hand, a way to design and commit to optimal social penalties through a scoring function
(Lehnert, Ligon, and Townsend 1999). This kind of indirect scoring does improve commitment
in the broader sense. The notion that we trust third parties because we know they are worried
about their reputation is formalized in this literature. It is not taken for granted. It is modeled and
part of the design.
We have been discussing how to find constrained efficient ex ante agreements, via maximization
subject to truth telling constraints. Though with assumptions a solution exists and constitutes a
valid (Bayesian) Nash equilibrium, typically the solution is not immune to collusion. That is,
players need not act in the Nash sense of taking the strategies of others as given, but rather could
all act in concert to enhance their welfare at the expense of the principal. An example would be
auctions where agents can collude in their bids. So either we trust parties not to collude or
additional constraints on the multi-party contracts need to be imposed. Again, these kinds of
multi-party conditioning statements can be programmed in under the smart contract technologies.
The outcome is an explicit, contracted function of what each player says or does, in potentially
complicated ways, so that deviations from a proposed collusion solution dominates, i.e.,
eliminates collusion.23, 24
Contracts interface with ledgers and standard financial accounts. An asset as collateral in escrow
is not really the same as an individually-owned asset, as another party has a contingent claim on
it. A special accounting is required. Likewise, it’s natural to think of the flow of future wage
payments as human capital on the balance sheet, a standard view in some sense (Aiyagari 1994;
21
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Huggett and Kaplan 2015). But when such flows can be collateralized, because the flow is in
escrow, then the modified accounting needs to be implemented. Smart contracts on the
distributed ledger allow an immutable commitment that future income flows be sequestered as
collateral. To this we now turn explicitly. The point here is that standard financial accounting
needs to be altered. These two components of distributed ledgers—accounts and contracts—are
interacting.

5.2 Smart contracts
At their most basic level, as noted, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin use language familiar to
accountants, economists and computer scientists. The state of the system is the current ownership
of a digital asset, the stock, and a transaction or transition is the change in its ownership, the flow.
These stocks and flows are on ledgers. Bitcoin is all about verifying and validating flows back to
the genesis state where assets were originally created. This ties flows to stocks and requires
public validation or verification of information.
More generally though, as in the smart contract composer Corda for example, the concept of
ledgers is generalized to mean simply lists of “facts”. Everyone has a ledger, but it is
synchronized and held in common only for shared facts. Consensus is broken into two pieces.
Validity consensus means that a transition is accepted, that is, has the required signatures, both
for the current proposed transaction and for every transaction that led up to the proposed
transaction. This is like the crypto asset example. Unique consensus is different and is the key to
the generalization: A given party may not have a record of every single transaction, and that is
not always required. There is not a consensus. On the other hand, a party could potentially
request missing transaction information from notaries. The latter is necessary to thwart the
double spending problem, for example. The point here is that what is needed depends on the
underlying environment and what the ledger is trying to accomplish, ideally as part of a
constrained-optimal arrangement. More on notaries momentarily.
A contract is entered into by multiple parties. Parties are nodes. Identities of nodes could be
anonymous, as in Bitcoin, but this is not required. Identities could be named and public, for
example the legal identity of an organization or the service identity of a network service. Note
that trusted parties such as banks are allowed to be there, and be public, but so also are others, as
well as strangers. A node writing contracts is an app providing a service, also allowed to be a
universal service, if desired. The permissioned set of nodes for a given contract still have their
access controlled by a doorman, so in that sense all contracts are only semi-private and there is a
sense of centralization.
The contract is a code which is validated initially. It either works or not (and one can imagine
several independent validators of code, dealing with potentially malfunctioning nodes, which
also links back to thwarting potential collusion). A contract agreement is made via public and
private keys. After this initial validation, it becomes immutable. In this sense there is no reneging
on whether agreements have been entered into, nor claims that they are written in a different
way. There is no need for trust on these particular dimensions.
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A contract specifies states at points in time, such as current ownership for example or other facts.
Communication under a contract is node to node, not necessarily broadcast to the entire public,
as in Bitcoin, but on a need to know basis, as pre-specified in the contract. An oracle, a computer
science term used to denote a function or node which knows the answer, is used to verify known
facts that are states of a contract. Commands initiate transfers and result in output states.
Corda allows a notary service for validation of communication and proposed transactions. Upon
being sent a proposed transaction, the notary will either accept it, if the notary has not already
signed other conflicting transactions, or will reject it, as would happen in an attempt to double
spend. Every state has an appointed notary and a notary will only notarize a transaction if it is the
appointed notary of all the transaction’s input states. A notary may be a single network node, in
which case this part is quite centralized, and has a trusted-third-party aspect. Alternatively, there
can be a cluster of mutually trusting nodes to deal with faults, or mutually distrusting nodes to
deal with incentives. Notaries can choose a consensus algorithm based on privacy, scalability,
legal system compatibility, and algorithmic agility. A notary could decide not to provide validity
consensus, though in some contexts this runs the risk of denial of state attacks.
The key capabilities of smart contracts is that they overcome underlying frictions. Smart
contracts allow full commitment (as opposed to limited commitment), immutability (no
reneging), conditionality (as in the collateral example), observability (as in information in public
view), verifiability (one can check past histories or verify states), and enforceability (as penalties
can be incorporated or evidence taken to an outside legal system).
Szabo, the inventor of smart contracts, states the advantage succinctly: Smart contracts would
enable both parties to observe the other’s performance of the contract, guarantee that only the
details necessary for completion of the contract are revealed to both parties, and be selfenforcing to eliminate the time spent policing the contract (Gord 2016).
They use digital signatures: Private cryptographic keys held by each party to verify participation
and assent to agreed-upon terms. A smart contract will take actions, e.g., disperse payments,
without further action by the counterparties, and they can access or refer to outside information
or data to trigger actions.
Smart contracts can be stored and executed on a distributed ledger, an electronic record that is
updated in real-time and intended to be maintained on geographically dispersed servers or nodes.
Through decentralization, evidence of the smart contract can be deployed to all nodes on a
network, which effectively prevents modifications not authorized or agreed to by the parties.
Smart contracts fit naturally with elements of mechanism design, that is, they allow the execution
of the kinds of contracts and mechanisms that economists have largely taken for granted: the
revelation principle, enduring relationships, promised utilities, and resolutions of the hold-up
problem. We now elaborate on these in turn.
5.2.1 Messages: Revelation Principle
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A game or mechanism among players is a specification of messages that can be sent, message spaces,
and an allocation rule mapping realized messages onto outcomes. Consider a Bayesian Nash
equilibrium of such a mechanism. The revelation principle asserts there is an alternative game in
messages reduced to statements about underlying unobserved facts, private information, in which
agents have incentives to tell the truth. This is without loss of generality. The point is that messages
would be transmitted by actors or nodes and put on distributed ledgers, e.g., Harris and Townsend
(1981). A related point is that the messages become endogenous objects. We have moved from how to
design database and communication systems to the incentives underlying the data to be transmitted.
5.2.2 Impact of enduring relationships (duration): Past history of messages becomes
committed and creates a new state as part of the determination of contemporary
outcomes
Distributed ledgers housing smart contracts can help to implement formal and enduring
relationships (Townsend 1982). The idea as indicated earlier is to give a household, firm, or
trader an incentive to reveal private information. Sometimes we take this for granted, as a
household with low but privately observed income will have an incentive to implicitly announce
or reveal low income by borrowing, assuming here that loans must be paid back next period.
Conditionality with collateral can assure repayment, but there are other means. The opposite is
true for households with high income today and investing, with more funds coming back,
available for the next period.
We can imagine an economy with two agents, one borrowing/investor with variable income and
a second willing to enter into a contract. The first agent has variable endowments over time and
is risk averse, caring about ex ante expected utility. The second is risk neutral with essentially
unlimited deterministic resources. Income realizations of the first agent are not public. The pair
agree and enter into a contract at some initial date, and it is then carried out over time. Though
borrowing and lending is an incentive compatible contract with private information, it is not the
best that can be done. The optimal information-constrained arrangement is a blend of
borrowing/lending and insurance, with more risk contingencies in the contracts, and at lower
inter-temporal interest rates. Longer contracts are better.25
Again, a long term relationship contract is implemented using messages of unobserved states that
are put on a consensus ledger.
5.2.3 Promised utility as the state
The contract payoff can be divided into two pieces. One piece is a contemporary reward or
penalty today, with goods, money, and/or tokens changing hands as a function of the message
today. The other piece is the discounted expected utility of continued participation from the next
period onward, varying with the outcome and action.26 This expected utility is the key state
variable to be entered on ledgers for tomorrow triggered by states as messages today. The
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messages, or actions, satisfy truth telling or incentive constraints, so there is no need for trust
other than presumed maximization. These utility numbers are under full control of the long-term
contract, and here in this example, they are public, with the conditional possibilities for future
periods a function of facts/states. The idea is to create incentives to announce income states
truthfully. A higher utility number tomorrow comes when the income is valued more in the
future than it is today. Fernandes and Phelan (2000) generalize with unobserved past states to
include yet another dimension: utility threats. There are upper bounds for what one can get if one
deviated in the past and contemplated lying or disobedience now, threat bounds high enough to
keep agents on the equilibrium path so that there is no deviation in the first place.
If the underlying economic environment is captured accurately, these expected utility numbers
or threats will be indeed the actual realized subjective utility an agent would experience in that
environment under the incentive scheme. This is also a qualification. If the approximation of the
model to the actual economic environment is poor, then promised utilities in the contract are
poor approximations of actual subjective utility. It is also possible that the contracts of the theory
may seem relatively complicated for users.

5.2.4 Implementation through sequential play: Loading in commitment that was missing
previously
Holden and Malani (2018) examine how to use the blockchain mechanism to resolve the ‘holdup’ problem in economics: ex post bargaining when the contract is incomplete, without
commitment. In their scheme, choices that cannot be verified by a third party can be resolved by
a blockchain mechanism that can commit the parties to not engage in renegotiations. The keys
here are posting of agreements, having them notarized by multiple parties as witnesses, and the
security and inalterability of the blockchain. Moore and Repullo (1988) and Maskin and Tirole
(1999) resolve an implementation problem using simple sequential mechanism, as in Moore
(1992): when one party tells the truth, they earn more than if they lie. Joshua Gans (2018) shows
how this implementation mechanism can be achieved with smart contracts to solve a trade
problem.

5.3 Smart contracts in computer science and incentives in economics: Contrasts,
similarities, and blends to be incorporated in subsequent design
Though the language of smart contracts and mechanism design fit remarkably well with each
other, as noted in the previous section, there are some key differences. In economics we try to
avoid a priori classifications of trust. Individual agents are self-interested and optimize given
their information and incentives, whereas nodes in computer sciences are trustworthy or not. In
economics it is part of the design to get agents to be honest and obedient, as a function of the
social context, that is, the purpose for which one is using the ledgers. In economics, writing out
contracts as fully as possible is largely regarded as desirable, if it were possible.27 Whereas in
computer science, codes are acknowledged to be buggy and hence it can be argued that
simplicity has a special virtue. In economics, commitment is desirable if attainable, and
27
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renegotiation and bargaining is likely to change outcomes. In computer science, the need to seek
consensus and validate transactions as with decentralized distributed ledgers opens the door to
limited commitment, hence more limited arrangements.
As in Narayanan and Weinberg (2018), there is a sparsity of hybrid models between the middle
ground of Nakamoto’s dichotomy, honest as opposed to malicious nodes, as is standard in
computer science, versus all players being strategic, as in economics. Narayanan and Weinberg
think of cryptocurrencies as mechanisms and propose a protocol which must incentivize
compliance for miners. They note that, for the most part, existing protocols are not incentive
compatible. This is a remarkable gap that needs to be filled.
On the other side, smart contract coding can contain errors and has been difficult to use.
Remedies are under development, for example: Agrello is an initiative for human readable smart
contracts; iOlite is how to write smart contracts in natural language.
Fortunately, some reconciliation is possible. There is more common ground than one might
realize a priori, though these distinct literatures are not cross-referencing one another even
though the underlying environment and problems can be strikingly similar.
A version of the revelation principle works even when communication is limited, as in Prescott
(2003), i.e., no message is received. New here, the revelation principle can be established even
though message transmission and receipt is noisy; despite the noise, one may as well let the
computer transmit the message to the network the way it would have been sent originally, under
the original game and message space. The implementation problem of Harris and Townsend
(1981) is a way of letting common private information be public by having multiple agents
announce underlying states. Without noise in messages, at least, having two agents with common
information announce is sufficient. Intuition would suggest that if messages are noisy, more
agents announcing is better, but of increasingly limited value. Related again is the notion of
default tolerance which allows, for example, up to 1/3 of nodes to communicate inaccurately,
deliberately or through machine error.
Rubinstein (1989) formalized some starkly damaging results in the context of (another) generals
problem. Despite multiple repeat messages, coordination of attacks can fail to happen. Two
generals have to coordinate an attack in order for it to be successful. One sends a message to the
other but cannot be sure the message arrives. So the second general, knowing this, sends a
confirmation, but in turn cannot be sure it arrived. There is no natural truncation that gives
common knowledge.
Yet Coles and Shorrer (2012) subsequently showed that the multiple channels may permit
collective action: Parties may be able to coordinate their actions when messages’ arrivals at their
destinations are sufficiently correlated. This also permits cutoff equilibria, where players take
action after receiving a minimum number of confirmations.

6 Application: Multiparty smart contracts and the design of financial
infrastructure in high‐valued systems
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This section considers how implementing smart contracts can help with design under three topics:
private information and partitioned ledgers; delegation of authority to a third party platform; and
mitigation of bank runs.

6.1 Permissioned private ledgers and gains from concealment
In many environments, unique consensus is not desirable even if this were technologically
possible. This is a generic implication of private information for optimal contract design. Though
private information is effectively reported via messages or indirectly by choice and display
options, this does not mean that such internal message data should be made public on the ledger.
Often, the opposite is true: Messages should be kept private. Of course, cryptography with
partitioned ledgers makes this possible. Messages are states, but they do not have to be seen by
everyone. DLT allows partitioning but it does not have to be done in a mechanical and more
extreme way of keeping all proprietary information entirely private.
Suppose shocks are to preferences and not to endowments. That is, agents are urgent or patient to
consume. This is exactly or approximately the standard specification in modeling financial
institutions or trade in financial markets. The Diamond and Dybvig (1983) model of banks and
runs has versions of this, exactly. The Duffie, Gârleanu, and Pederson (2005) model of OTC
trade in securities and consumption has stochastically varying security holding costs, which
motivates the trade. More generally, banks and traders face shocks to their portfolios that come
from the needs of their customers.
As an example, consider an economic environment with two parties to a contract with varying
and random preferences to consume (Townsend, 1988). There is correlation in these shocks over
time and over the agents, and here all agents are risk averse (not just two of them as in the earlier
example). However, shocks are private to only one agent at each date and the identity of that
agent alternates over time. That is, only one of the two parties in an initial period is announcing
its urgency today in the first period, hopefully compensated by more goods or value today if
urgent, and the other, second party, announces tomorrow in the second period. The agents
announce their states to the ledger, not the other party, then the ledger algorithm determines what
is made public. If the announcement of the first agent in the first date were public, it would
undercut insurance possibilities for tomorrow. Typically, with allocations and histories of
announcements known, there can be no insurance for the second agent in the second period.
More is preferred to less, so it is hard to engineer a tradeoff. However, if agent two in the second
period were unsure of what was announced by agent one in the first period, something which the
ledger can keep secret, then agent two has to weigh the consequences of lying, announcing he is
urgent and ending up with very little consumption. Insurance and truth telling is achieved by
having the mechanism randomize over the consumption allocations in the first period as a
function of agent one’s message. Allocations are seen by all but the message is not. With risk
aversion, this randomization is a welfare loss, but it is outweighed by the overall insurance
benefit.
We shall return to the discussion of randomization and concealment in the discussion of
payments platforms, below.
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6.2 Delegation of portfolios to a third party: Platforms as custodians
Distributed ledger technology allows commitment to a multi-party smart contract in which
awards are allowed to vary over time as a function of shocks. When there are both private
unobserved idiosyncratic shocks and publicly seen aggregate shocks, it can make sense for households
to delegate portfolio decisions and commit as if to a third party custodian (Townsend 1988), a kind of
endogenous centralization. This can happen in principle with village funds, cooperatives, wealth
managers, or exchange traded funds that can be undone only by a restricted set of designated
participants. This allows front loading as when incentive constraints in future periods bind, limiting
the value of having resources then, so more value is paid out contemporaneously; or back loading,
strengthening inter-temporal incentives by having more at stake in future periods contemporaneously
as a function of what is said today. China has implemented regulation to prevent this kind of
delegation, that platforms be pass-though only, though motivated by fraud. DLT can facilitate
implementation of a multi-party contract with commitment to the longer term, including sequestered
funds to prevent withdrawal from the arrangement. The third party custodian could appear as an
implementing node, a financial institution or reserve bank for example, in a smart multi-party contract.

6.3 Mitigating runs on banks and markets
DLT can improve upon current technology used by banks and markets to mitigate runs. Diamond
and Dybvig (1983) is a seminal paper on bank runs. There is a more recent literature on market runs
that draws an analogy, Martin, Skeie and Von Thadden (2013, 2014). Though this remains an
important rationale for intervention, the problem of runs has a partial if not complete solution that can
be found within the mechanism design literature itself, though as Martin, Skeie and Von Thadden
(2013, 2014) anticipate, micro structure is known to matter. A simple version of this is suspended
convertibility, thus reassuring investors that some of their money would remain, regardless. More
sophisticated sequential service models treat customers differently depending on when they arrive to
the trading window, that is, on the history of traders and trades before them, determining their
incentives to announce privately observed shocks (Green and Lin 2003).
This is where the DLT is featured. Messages in distributed ledgers are essentially time stamped and
immutable, so it is quite natural to think about history based on previous reported transactions in the
blockchain being used to determine consequences for actions and messages today. With independent
private values, there is a unique Bayesian Nash equilibrium which eliminates runs entirely and is a
dominant strategy equilibrium. With correlated private values, some run-like phenomena remain since
the history of traders at any moment in time is, on the one hand, self-reported and yet, on the other,
desired as a key statistic, as it is revealing of aggregates. But nevertheless, the risk of runs can be
substantially mitigated.
These mechanisms could be used in practice as a private sector alternative to public liquidity. This
could dramatically mitigate the central bank moral hazard problem, that bailouts ex post create
perverse private sector incentives ex ante. This could also alleviate the concern that private platforms
might somehow pose a systemic risk. They would be designed precisely to guard against that. Optimal
regulation would then amount to verifying that platforms implement these insights and are designed
properly.
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Here of course there is a political economy issue, getting diverse parties to agree to these changes.
Another qualification stems from the latency in networks, which confounds the chronological
ordering. A modification to treat identically orders received over small intervals of time will need to
be designed. Budish, Cramton and Shim (2015) propose such a mechanism to deal with high
frequency traders.

7 Application: Building financial infrastructure in developing country
contexts
In the first part of this section two sources are used to document that existing financial
infrastructure is quite limited in developing countries, featuring an application in Southeast Asia,
Thailand in particular. Examples are then given of smart contracts that would help. A general
equilibrium perspective on decentralized contract competition then follows. An example of a
proposed DLT innovation is featured. Caveats are noted.

7.1 Limited financial infrastructure
Banks in low income and emerging market countries use legacy infrastructure. A large number of
them do not deliver reliable and flexible banking solutions for the low-income households and SMEs.
According to a study commissioned by the Asian Development Bank on financial access and
digital solutions, the percent of needs met by formal financial service providers in Indonesia,
Philippines, Cambodia, and Myanmar ranges from 16-74% for savings, 48-72% for credit, 1-4%
for insurance, and 11-35% for payments (Asian Development Bank 2017). The report also
attaches US dollar estimates of these supply gaps, typically in the billions, and the percent that
could be met with digital finance, which ranges from 19-44%. It is not uncommon that households
in SEA cannot access basic financial products or financial services critical to improving their standard
of living. More than 70% of people living in Asia have no access to basic banking products, such as
bank loans. In some contexts, credit cards are not prevalent and asset management services rare
indeed. While peer-to-peer lending services are emerging, the underlying custodian banking
services are still lacking.
SMEs can only access a limited number of financial products, often at highly prohibitive costs, even
though SMEs constitute as much as 89-100% of all enterprises and account for 52-97% of total
employment in ASEAN countries (ASEAN 2017). SMEs are regularly credit-constrained as financial
institutions favor seemingly reputable and larger enterprises, such as those that are state-owned and
owned by business magnates.

7.2 Analysis on the ground: Townsend Thai Project
The Townsend Thai Project with its data allows for an in-depth study of financial access and
informal markets.28 Overall, the sharing of risk so as mitigate the impact of shocks onto
consumption and production is good but not perfect. Idiosyncratic household and business
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specific shocks are large and occur frequently; they constitute the bulk of the risk in the village
economy. But notably, these idiosyncratic shocks are mostly, though not entirely, pooled away
(Chiappori et al 2014).
The mechanisms are local village or tambon (county) level “money markets”. Households
borrow to repay other pre-existing loans, and borrow to lend, making new loans; these behaviors
are shown to be one source of consumption smoothing (Sripakdeevong and Townsend 2018).
Delayed repayment on loans goes back through the credit chain, causing delays for those who
have borrowed to lend. But early repayment also goes back through the credit chain, even more
so quantitatively. Network maps trace out kinship and transaction-based links (Kinnan et al
2018; Kinnan and Townsend 2012).
Within this, one detects shortfalls and things not working well. Risk sharing depends more on
family/kin or how closely related in an ancestry tree. Trust may be an issue. Aggregate villagelevel or tambon-level shocks by definition are not diversifiable at the village level and, as
confirmed in the data, end up in consumption. As in sophisticated financial markets, households
with businesses running projects with self-financed or borrowed assets have rates of return which
reflect that risk premia: Idiosyncratic shocks are largely pooled and have low risk premia, and
village-level aggregate shocks have higher risk premia. But by the same standard, aggregate
shocks across villages could be but are not often pooled (Samphantharak and Townsend 2018).
Thus there are geographic limitations.
7.2.1 Impact of interventions: The Million Baht Fund with scope for improvement
In 2002, the government of Thailand put a Million Baht Fund in every village, creating a quasiformal village-level institution to be run by a local committee. Pre-existing baseline and postintervention panel data allow insights as to how this influx of capital impacted the villages and
households. Levels of consumption increased, among other variables (Kaboski and Townsend
2011, 2012). Investment and profits of those already in non-agricultural businesses increase if
they had access to credit and productivity (Banerjee et al 2018).
The informal sector acted as a catalyst, playing an augmenting, complementary role. For the
relatively poor, the lowest wealth quartile initially, the best-fitting financial regime shifted from
a buffer-stock-saving regime to a costly-state-verification regime. In the latter, output can be
claimed but only low outputs which result in indemnities are verified. It is as if there were simple
debt contracts with constant transfer back to investors, except that default with lower repayment
is possible if underlying conditions are verified. Verification costs are lower when there are
kinship households in the village (Ru and Townsend 2018).
But there is still room for improvement. Kinship ties can be a mixed blessing – what if no kin
live nearby? Village fund committees did not allocate funds efficiently, as those who got loans
were not found to have higher rates of return. The allocation was based more on family and
political connections (Vera-Cossio 2018). Some of the village fund loan money did make its way
indirectly to other non-direct-borrowing households, again through kin connections, as in the
network credit chains. So this was helpful in mitigating efficiency losses, but it was not enough.
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Village funds did not reach, directly or indirectly, all of those who should have been ex ante
optimal targets. This is a limitation that could be overcome with DLT, as will be explained
below. Improvement on existing systems is, of course, an implementation problem in its own
right (Roth and Shorrer 2017). More work is needed on designs that will work in practice, in this
context. Finally, there is relatively little financial infrastructure that works at the inter-village
level.

7.3 Examples of smart contracts needed in this context
7.3.1 Escrow
As a lead example of conditionality and what is feasible with smart contracts on distributed
ledgers, collateral can be put in escrow and released on certain verifiable conditions. This
conditionality allows the use of tokens as collateral for loans, for example, but other assets can
be used as well. Collateral in turn allows more distant parties who know little about one another
to lend. There need be no trust per se.

7.3.2 Letters of Credit
De facto bank notes and letters of credit require not a bank per se, as with traditional and
contemporaneous infrastructure, but only some third-party validation and/or novation. In a letter
of guarantee, some third party underwrites the risk of the loan by providing escrow accounts of
coin or other collateral that back the credit.
7.3.3 Waterfall payment
This refers to agents who are linked to each other via economic transactions. For an example of
what is possible for SMEs, receivable revenue can be contracted and secured in a trusted
account. This can be used to buy inputs, for example. It could also be used to fund employee
payroll. Employee accounts, when secured and sequestered, can be used in turn as collateral for
borrowing. As another example, for Village Funds, the chains previously mentioned linking
borrowing and repayment can be automated and, more to the point, extended beyond village
boundaries. This can improve welfare relative to the currently used technology which relies at
best on promises, without a contracting technology that securitizes payments streams.

7.3.4 Savings products
A simple savings product can also take advantage of conditionality. Thai households need to
convert their cash to investments, as noted. This becomes a less acute problem when currency
income is converted somehow to coin/token in an e-wallet, because at that point, tokens can pay
interest and the opportunity cost of holding cash could be virtually zero. Still, one could then
take the next step and create a portfolio management tool as a smart contract that either transfers
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funds automatically across accounts conditioned on states, according to some liquidity versus
return trade off, or an app that at least sends encrypted messages back to the saver as reminders.
Brokers with algorithms could provide this service; if written up as smart contracts then
effectively the service is implemented on DLT.
Commitment savings could earn higher returns in tokens, paid into the wallet. Commitment
accounts would be investments into escrow that limit withdrawals, if the savers wish to enter into
these accounts. A predetermined quantity of tokens could be locked in a smart contract, which is
programmed to release the tokens to the appropriate parties via airdrops when a set of conditions
are met, e.g., at the maturity date, after a lock-up period, or if certain programmed system
conditions mandate a liquidity infusion
7.3.5 Insurance
For community level insurance, the initial contributions are prepaid premiums into the mutual
fund. Participants can choose among various options such as duration of the agreement,
frequency and amounts of payments in, and if/how to cash out. These are social rules which,
when agreed upon, become the smart contract.
For the payouts, the indemnities part of the community insurance, suppose a participant has low
income and this could potentially be evident if, for example, wages are in coin. Then a simple
conditional code will work well. To make the indemnity known to everyone in the fund, as the
level of the remaining fund, with benefits, would be lower, there could be automated conditional
messages to others, so as to achieve a public record of payouts. Messages are part of the
distributed ledger and would be in sync, here uniqueness. Another contingency: Low or ill-timed
rainfall could be the source of low income, and rainfall is verified by sending a message to a data
source, an oracle, and getting a trusted message in return. The message, rainfall as a fact, is on
the ledger and a key state variable. The oracle might need to be compensated.
With private information on income, an agent can send a message about its underlying situation,
which could trigger an indemnity. The message could be published as in a database if these
messages are to be public, though we return below to the optimal design of published data,
conditionality, and where consensus is not unique. The optimal incentive compatible messages
for a contract can be found as the solution to a dynamic mechanism design problem. In
equilibrium there is no problem with respect to what is reported by the agent because the agent
by design has the right incentives and at this point the code cannot be rewritten. The incentives
come from a careful weighing of benefits versus costs as a function of outcome and reports,
working out the optimal contracting part, putting the design into the smart contract and ledger.
The presumption is that these improvements in insurance would outweigh costs of messages and
memory.
7.3.6 Loans
With loans, an issue arises about how to grant them. One way to allow improved contracts is to
allow other households to send messages about the underlying situation of that initial applicant
agent. Studies have shown there is good information in the community on who should get loans,
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as some borrowers have higher expected returns (Hussam, Rigol and Roth 2017). On the other
hand, when households know that what they report has consequences for the initial would-be
borrowing agent, who could be friend or kin, then these other households are dishonest or even
could collude in these reports. A possible solution is to pay for truthfulness using a peer
prediction index of subsequent events such as profits or of repayment to the lender. This history
of prediction performance in the past could be used for future rewards and penalties. While
public reporting of messages alone appears to give households incentives to predict accurately,
suffering loss of face for discrepancies between predicted and actual events, tokens might be able
to do better, to monetize loss of reputation. While some of these features are implemented in
micro credit initiatives, they are far from universal and systematic. DLT provides a relatively
inexpensive technology for implementation.
Multiple agents could also be sending reports simultaneously, as many contracts are multilateral. The design of the contract is such that each has an incentive to report truthfully if others
are doing the same. A problem of collusion thus arises as noted: Agents coordinate in reports to
get off-equilibrium beneficial outcomes. Yet, as noted earlier in Harris and Townsend (1981), the
implementation literature has insights on how to thwart this threat, through multilateral
conditionality. So this too can be implemented as a smart contract.
Distinguishing commodities and securities, points in time, and multiple agents, virtually any
multi-party contract can be written as a smart contract.

7.4 The general equilibrium perspective on the provision of financial services
Here we take a standard general equilibrium perspective but with the inclusion of DLT. An
economy consists of standard items, but with an innovation on the provision of financial
services. The commodity space of a well-specified economy consists of factors of production
such as land, labor, capital, and intermediate and final produced inputs and outputs including
capital and consumption goods. The commodity space also distinguishes all of these by: Time, as
if there were time stamps; location, allowing for distinct geographies and shipping; and
uncertainty, conditioning on states of the world, both exogenous and endogenous. Key actors are
the users, households and traditional firms, including micro and SMEs. Some households run
micro and small-medium enterprises and are thus both households and firms combined. More
generally, there is an ownership structure that specifies the shares that a household has in
particular enterprises. Finally, an economy also specifies who knows what, at least initially,
though signals can be generated, and some observe what others do or can make inferences. There
are information partitions that capture these ideas.
The generalized commodity space becomes the space of incentive compatible contracts written
on top of the underlying traditional commodity space, but subject to contracting costs, as is
enumerated below.
Efficiency of an economy is judged by the Pareto criterion. An allocation of feasible contracts is
said to be efficient, or constrained efficient if there are underlying obstacles, if there does not
exist an alternative feasible set of contracts which makes some households and firms better off
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and others no worse off. The current system with its symptoms of limited access to financial
products is inefficient in this sense.
We could go on to specify, as would be traditional, banks and markets as primitives of the
economy, but it is here that we depart from the traditional model and break new ground. All
possible forms of financial intermediation are on the table. Prescott and Townsend (1984a;
1984b) show how to decentralize such environments with a competitive broker-dealer sector for
a multiplicity of information specifications. Prescott and Townsend (2006a) embed individual
and multilateral contracts, as enumerated above into an entire economy with a nexus of activities
under contracts connected to general equilibrium flows. Competition among broker-dealers and
intermediaries drives profits to zero, but these intermediaries remain essential for pooling, hence
the language of disintermediation should not be used.
Relatedly, private information per se is not a rationale for regulation. Many economies
decentralize in the sense of the welfare theorems. Joaquim, Townsend and Zhorin (2018) model
imperfect competition among financial service providers including adverse selection. In this
context frictions interact with profits. Improved contracting technologies which do not also bring
more entrants can decrease household and SME welfare.

7.5 General equilibrium caveats: Coordination and regulation
Two caveats are important to the question of competition and decentralization. First, following
Pesendorfer (1995) and Makowski (1980), one can begin in an economy with incomplete markets and
contracts. Then, one can imagine that financial service providers are allowed to innovate. However,
due to complementarities in uncoordinated innovation, the outcome of this process does not
necessarily make models complete. More coordination would be needed. A related point, ill-informed
or outdated regulation can segment industry and make the needed coordination impossible.
Second, markets and access should not be entirely open. When there is private information and
minimal scales of operation, then some forms of competition can undercut incentives and optimal
diversification. Equity markets should not free-ride on existing infrastructure, for example. Certain
kinds of exclusivity are needed. Competition should be ex ante for the right to provide services, not ex
post to draw off customers from contracts. As in Acemoglu and Zilibotti (1997), minimum scales of
operation across sectors means that risk sharing is incomplete. Stretching the extensive margin to high
minimum scale projects is good, but this means that such high end projects receive relatively more
funding than zero or lower end projects, that is, portfolios are not balanced in funding. Unrestricted
trade into equities issued by firms would undercut the optimum. One intermediary should do all the
packaging. Retrading, as in Jacklin (1987), is another negative factor. Townsend and Xandri (2018)
provide blueprints for market design and regulation in this context.
Blueprints are needed as otherwise the system may develop piecemeal and not achieve a constrained
efficient outcome. Regulators need to see and understand the big picture.
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7.6 Featured example of innovation: EvryNet
EvryNet is an intelligent financial automation operating system that aims to provide open-source
banking services and financial contracts to unbanked and underbanked populations. It is being
built on the need-smart-contract premise and incorporates the general equilibrium perspective.
The system is under still under development as of this writing.
EvryNet is creating an interoperable smart contract platform that enables not only traditional
banks but also micro-finance institutions and others to initiate and execute banking products and
financial contracts. The envisioned provision of contracts should be at competitive prices due to
competition across providers in the provision of computer memory (storage) and computation
power. A rating system tracks performance of providers in validation.
The financial services have a multi-tiered architecture. The core component of the platform is a
financial service portal which users and institutions can utilize to build financial contracts, either
standard or customized. The portal is underpinned by a smart contract composer, which enables smart
contract creation using distributed ledger technology. EvryNet also offers encryption to store smart
contracts privately. Once the user selects a smart contract template, specifies necessary inputs, and
selects nodes based on trust or reputation score, the smart contract will be processed through
EvryNet’s virtual machine.
The smart contract can optionally check for compliance or necessary regulations. For instance,
the EvryNet platform can allow the relevant organizations to certify by signing the contract
digitally or even executing the compliance-check code to ensure regulation compliance. It allows
event hooking in smart contracts to seamlessly receive relevant events from external entities.
Many real-world smart contracts may need external inputs to complete the conditional
transactions, for example, the confirmation of a shipment.
In summary, rather than take as given the current set of institutions and markets, the vision of
EvryNet is to recreate them through the new distributed ledger e-transfer and contract
technologies, including executing nodes as a new production section. However, the implications
of costs of coding, validating and memory for optimal contract design have yet to be determined.

8 Application: Distributed ledgers and payments systems, private vs.
public and the role of tokens
In this section we consider payments systems which are designed to be constrained optimal in
support of trade, credit, and insurance.
The essential idea is that distributed ledgers could keep track of messages as a part of the
execution of a multi-period, multi-commodity, multi-agent smart contract and thus optimally
allocate underlying risk while facilitating trade and exchange. Featured in this context is the use
of tokens, both single and multi-colored coins. The role of tokens is twofold. First, tokens are
one way to interpret ledger entries on a centralized system, as colored entries. Second, tokens as
real objects can allow a decentralized implementation of the same allocation, a hybrid system
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that can mitigate the scaling problems of centralized systems. If tokens are held in private, then
incentives for voluntary disclosure need to be included, though this is not always a binding
constraint. How well these various accounting and token systems function depends on the size of
the message space relative to the needs for credit, insurance, and trade coming from the
underlying economic environments. In some instances, information should be kept private, so
more limited message systems are actually preferred, as constrained-optimal.

8.1 Tokens on ledgers as a way to achieve unique consensus, an insurance example
with voluntary disclosure
As in Townsend (1987) suppose there are four agents in spatially separated locations and some
subset of the agents travel. More specifically, a risk averse agent a is paired with a risk neutral
agent b initially, in the first period at one of the two locations, such that the risk neutral agent can
insure the risk averse one; likewise for agents aʹ and bʹ at a second location in the first period.
The pairings switch in the second period. Agents a and aʹ make announcements of their urgency
to consume, and to induce truth telling, if urgent today, they receive the good but at the expense
of getting less of it in the second period. Likewise, if patient today, they receive less of the good
today at the benefit of getting more of it in the second period. A centralized public ledger
recording all messages is one way to implement this.
However, in reality, if there were no record of announced preference shocks and no record of
allocations in the first period, then there could be no link of the first period to the second period,
and so, essentially, no insurance can be obtained in either period for agents a and aʹ.
The introduction of tokens as a hybrid system can solve this problem. Announced patient agents
in the first period receive more tokens than urgent agents. Tokens could be carried literally as
coins or, alternatively, be private but immutable ledger entries. In the second period, agents with
more tokens can display them in order to be on the receiving end of goods. Tokens or DLT
entries are equivalent and convey the necessary history.
8.1.1 Multiple colored tokens and distinguished histories: Trade with insurance
We need not rely on pure insurance examples. In environments with two or more goods there are
exchanges of one good for another in each date, driven by the usual motives for spot trade, but
those desires to trade are driven by preference shocks impacting inter-temporal tradeoffs, and
those are private.
In a hybrid decentralized system, a portable concealable token could be used to keep track of
trades in the first period. An agent may give up one good and purchase the other and be expected
to reverse the situation in the future. That would be fine, as with the earlier examples, portable
tokens can handle this. But now we introduce additional shocks to inter-temporal discount rates,
different for different goods. After these shocks, agents may have ex post regrets and wish to
reverse the trade in the first period in order to get the good they most prefer in the second. One
possible solution is to have multiple colored tokens, or equivalent multiple digital assets on a
private ledger, so as to have more dimensions in which to keep track of more detailed histories.
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These ideas in economics have tight links to cryptography and the idea of colored coins.29 For
example, ordinary Federal Reserve bank notes can be given bar codes so they can be used as
tickets to Yankee baseball games. The team signs a message that includes a specific game date,
seat number and serial number of the bill, with signature of issuer, all stamped on the bill. The
advantage of using pre-existing bank notes is that they cannot be easily counterfeited, so there
would be no need to print new tickets. And such a system is decentralized. Alternatively, the
stadium could check a central database for information when a “ticketholder” enters the gate
with a note having a certain serial number. The serial number links back to the primitive
transaction, the purchase of the ticket. Either way, metadata is being attached to the note.
The point is that coins have public verified histories, to trace ownership. This history can be
made meaningful and put to other uses. Coins that “originate” in certain transactions can have
associated extra metadata, which act like a color. The colors are a metaphor of course, as they
would simply be bit strings. It is important of course that all participants understand the rules of
this payments system, so they know how to interpret the colors.30
More generally, and simply, and to link back to the economics, distributed ledgers could keep
track of messages as a part of the execution of a multi-period, multi-commodity, multi-agent
smart contract, and thus optimally allocate underlying risk while facilitating trade and exchange.
Participants do need to know that specific keys are used to sign valid transactions, that is, they
must know and understand the mechanism and its rules.

8.2 Permissioned private ledgers, when consensus is not unique due to optimally kept
secrets
While multi-colored tokens convey more history, one should not jump to the conclusion that
more information is preferred to less. We gave an example of private information and
randomization earlier, with two agents, two dates and one good. Shocks are private to only one
agent at each date and the identity of that agent alternates over time. If the announcement of the
first agent in the first date were public, it would undercut insurance possibilities for tomorrow.
More is preferred to less, so it is hard to engineer a tradeoff. Randomization can help.
Allocations generated by lotteries are seen by all, but the original message is not. With risk
aversion this randomization in allocations is a welfare loss, but it is outweighed by the overall
insurance benefit.
If we generalize this example to four agents and imagine that agents cannot know what happened
at the first date in a different location, then tokens can be allocated and tied to the random
consumption allocation. Tokens can be carried into the second date, so the public part remains
public. Yet tokens need not reveal entire histories of message. That is, if tokens are colored data
entries on private systems, there should not be unique consensus in such environments.
The insurance example may seem a bit counterintuitive but the same idea shows up in applied
work in finance and with the same elements: risk aversion and information asymmetry. Lyon
29

See Narayanan et al (2016).
One clarification, the idea of coloring coins came about as a way to overcome initial limitations in Bitcoin. With
the current version of Ethereum these are no longer needed, but the point about distinguishing histories remains.
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(1996) analyzes the optimal transparency of order flow information as in foreign exchange
markets, arguing that slower revelation of information, which could reveal market-wide order
flow, improves risk sharing among dealers facing unavoidable position disturbances. Garrett,
Martin, Lee and Townsend (2018) show in a similar but distinct context that some post-trade
information disclosure can improve liquidity, but revelation by a self-interested platform is a
worse outcome than no information at all. There are other examples of optimally limited shared
information. In Prescott and Townsend (2006b), auditors make incentive compatible
announcements of underlying states and then depart, making way for an incoming and relatively
uninformed agent, assigned there as a solution to the mechanism design problem. The auditor
would be akin to verifying underlying states or objects on a ledger. For the incoming uninformed
agents, they do not know what path they are on and face tradeoffs in making announcements or
taking actions.
All these optimally designed systems require commitment to the design, including the control of
information. Leakage is a potential problem in practice and privacy is a concern.

8.3 Lessons from monetary theory for payments systems: The need for coordination
The issue of public vs. private information comes up as well in thinking about coordination. The
issue is how to achieve an ideal Pareto optimal allocation and what information is required.
Likewise, lack of key common information can lead to market crashes. Either way, there are
clear implications for micro/macro prudential regulation. Ironically, DLT, rather than being a
regulatory concern, offers in the context of this problem an obvious solution. Of note, these
systems are centralized.
8.3.1 The impossibility of decentralized exchange
A natural objective is to try to achieve the Pareto optimal allocation associated with a Walrasian
competitive equilibrium. Ostroy and Starr (1974) ask whether this can be done under a
decentralized exchange when information is limited, or whether centralization of information is
required.
This happens despite the fact that in the model many important items are simply taken as given
so that there are as few obstacles as possible: The target Walrasian allocation is given; the prices
as common marginal rates of substitution in the Walrasian allocation are given and fixed; and
paths of matched agents are known in advance. Agents simply act as computers implementing
code. The question: How to write the code to implement a social optimum? The answer to the
question of decentralization: Impossible to always do this. The key insight: Information on the
distributed ledger should be public in some instances.
In the Ostroy-Starr model, money plays the role of unit of account. There are potentially many
agents and many underlying commodities. Agents start in the model with underlying
endowments of commodities, as if assets on a ledger. But the model would apply equally well to
endowments of securities, various possible fiat monies, or combinations of all these. Actual
payments systems handle retail and wholesale trade, securities settlement, and cross border
currency flows.
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Agents in the model meet pairwise and then trade. The point is that not everyone is together all
the time in one spot -- they are matched in, for example, an OTC market. Trade in the model is
monetized as a payment order in a quid pro quo condition: When goods are supplied, the supplier
is given unit of account credits, in monetary terms. Likewise, when goods are purchased, the
purchaser is assigned debits in unit of account, in monetary terms. Under a natural quid pro quo
spot trade condition, the value of the purchases must match the value of sales in each and every
contemporary transaction. Here, then, there is no credit. The prices used to value commodities
and securities come from the target Walrasian allocation. These transaction values are placed on
the ledgers as flows and result in new commodity/asset positions as stocks. Of course, as
emphasized from the outset of this paper and from the discussion of accounts and ledgers, the
corresponding trade ledgers (flow) and asset ledgers (change in stocks) must be consistent.
In a key example provided by Ostroy and Starr (1974) and corrected by Kim (2015), it is shown
that the appropriate trades across agents when they meet in subsets can require centralized
knowledge of the underlying environment and trade histories. In particular, knowledge of
identities of agents, histories of trade and initial excess demands are needed, not only pairwise,
of those contemporaneously matched, but also of others with whom the contemporaneous set of
matched traders have not been matched previously. The idea is straightforward: Implementation
is both forward and backward looking. One has to know where the system should be headed, and
the remaining options in the future to get there, hence what trades need to have been
accomplished in the past in order to make it feasible. Sometimes there are multiple choices
among a given contemporaneous pairing and guidance is needed, from the forward and backward
perspective. In the key example, there is only one instance in which information would need to
be shared.
In the Ostroy-Starr (1974)/Kim (2015) example, private information about initial excess demand
is the source of the potential problem. However, one can think of some initial trading period
appended onto the beginning of the Ostroy-Starr model, differing from the Ostroy-Starr initial
period – perhaps earlier trading rounds which determine excess demand at the time we tune into
the Ostroy-Starr initial period. These initial excess demands are the deviations remaining from
the ultimate target. If there were a common consensus verified ledger to which all traders have
access, then this required information would be known.
Ostroy and Starr do also discuss alternatives that mitigate the need for centralized common
information. They describe what could be termed a monetary solution, sufficient ex ante liquidity
in one of the commodities, termed the money good, ample enough so that expenditures of
commodities or asset purchases of any agent can be financed out of this liquidity regardless of
who meets whom when and regardless of underlying economy-wide efficient targets for trade.
But that amount of liquidity, whether a commodity, or fiat money, or tokens, is large and
potentially costly, as liquidity held for this purpose is not invested in economic activities. This is
made more explicit in other models.31 Real time gross settlement systems are in fact frequently
run as hybrids with liquidity saving mechanisms made possible by computer algorithms and
queues (Martin and McAndrews 2008).
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See Townsend (1980) for example, and a more general discussion of why money holding is a distortion and
money should bear interest.
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Another Ostroy-Starr alternative is a central warehouse, such as a very large broker-dealer with
whom all can trade, though such a large entity could bring in other distortions, namely, market
power. A third alternative is credit, as if from a Walrasian banker, of the kind witnessed in early
trade fairs (Townsend 1990). In the Ostroy-Starr model, however, this requires two more rounds
of trade, which in their model violates the desired criterion, to achieve all trade in one round of
pairings only.
It is tempting to think of the Walrasian banker as a central bank or digital reserve bank. In
practice, for good reasons, central banks worry about intraday exposure and thus require good
collateral. Central banks also worry about the ultimate motive for trades, such as interbank
borrowing transactions that are passing through their payments system but are not designated as
such. Central banks would like to know more, given macro prudential concerns. Finally, for
coordination and macro prudential concerns, certain transactions need to be public and hence
entered on the public part of distributed ledgers. The earlier section dealt with how to make a
decision on this from the standpoint of mechanism design.
8.3.2 Information problem with private monies: Circulating private debt and multiple
media of exchange equilibria
A somewhat related setting is found in Townsend and Wallace (1987), which focuses on
payments made via high velocity circulating, privately-issued debt. Securities can serve as
payments devices and circulate (remember the tally sticks). The point here is that this is an issue
with e-securities, e-assets, and likewise. E-tokens are designed to facilitate liquidity and trade but
there can be problems.
To motivate the set-up, the idea that securities can serve as a payments device should be familiar.
In New York markets for example, brokers experience shortages of various securities. Under
rehypothecation of collateral, a lender who gave up cash for securities as collateral becomes a
borrower in turn, passing the collateral on along a chain. Singh (2011) finds the velocity of
circulation of treasuries is now higher than M2. This can compete with fiat currency, as in Muley
(2016).
Globally, Carlson et al (2016), Greenwood, Hanson, and Stein (2016), Krishnamurthy and
Vissing-Jorgensen (2012) and others are all consistent in finding a liquidity premium for those
treasuries. The treasuries have become the money-like assets, more like money than money
itself. This has policy implications, though what to do about it depends on one’s point of view.
Townsend and Wallace (1987) provide an instructive example environment. There are four
agents, four periods, and two locations. Agents have endowments of a consumption good that
varies over time, but again, as earlier, one can generalize and imagine these are other objects.
One can trace out chains of named debt from the issuer at the issue date passing through third
parties to the issuer at the redemption date (here no reneging is allowed). This circulating private
debt is the medium of exchange in contemporaneous transactions, supporting trade in other
short-term non-circulating securities and the consumption commodity. One can take the
consumption good as the numeraire, but again, as earlier, this could be generalized.
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The point of the model is that there is a coordination problem. There are a large number of
potential equilibria, each of which achieves the same target Pareto optimal, complete markets
equilibrium real allocation. But these equilibria vary in who is issuing the debt initially, hence
what objects are circulating, that is, what objects are providing the payments device. In the key
example, to be specific, agents 1 and 2 are matched in location one and agents 3 and 4 are
matched at location two. Agents 1 and 4 stay put at their respective locations, but agents 2 and 3
keep switching back and forth from one period to the next. There are many equilibria that
achieve the Pareto optimal target: Either all the debts that are allowed to circulate could be issued
by initial parties in one of the two locations; or by the parties in the other, second location; or,
they could be issued in various particular convex combinations. But by assumption, in the
informationally decentralized model environment, there is no way for traders in one location to
know what is going on in the other. Too much or too little debt as liquidity could be issued.
This can cause problems later in subsequent markets. Some circulating debts would be “overissued” resulting in a precipitous drop in their prices later on in the trading cycle. Agent-traders
suffer from excessive fluctuations in their intertemporal consumption profile. It seems failure to
achieve coordination links up with observed chaotic conditions. Bills of exchange were traded in
London money markets, and these crashed, leading to arguments for the creation of a central
bank.
DLT keeping track and verifying initial issues of long-term debt in exchange for consumption or
other objects, if public, would achieve in the example environment the necessary coordination. A
related point: Not all information need be shared all the time. Here it is only information on
initial security issues. Interestingly, and a warning to policymakers, there are no liquidity premia
associated with the circulating private debt, to pick up from the data, yet the coordination
problem remains. An understanding of the environment and data tracking will be needed.

8.4 The public versus private decision
Mechanism design and monetary theory have provided examples of when information sets
should remain private, to achieve an information-constrained credit and insurance system, and
when it is socially valuable to have them be public, for coordination reasons. In practice, these
two motives may intersect with each other, and more work would be needed in this context for
hybrid design.

9 Payments systems on distributed ledgers
We now present two designs for payments systems that utilize distributed ledgers. One was
implemented by the Bank of Canada for commercial banks for use in the interbank market. This
is largely about how to potentially improve on existing systems or at least validate that DLT
payments can do as well as traditional systems. A second is under development in Thailand for
money transfer operators that engage in international fiat money exchange. This is about creating
and implementing something new, including constrained optimal designs for trade, credit, and
insurance in coordination with a digital reserve bank.
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9.1 Interbank payments: Project Jasper
To summarize from the Payments Canada (2017) white paper, Project Jasper is an experiment in
private permissioned distributed ledgers which allow for the exchange of central bank issued
digital assets. The goal is to transform the payments structure in Canada. If an improved
ecosystem could be built, there could be significant benefits for the whole financial sector, and
the economy overall. It is important to keep pace with the shift to digital commerce and remove
impediments, and to try to get to a near frictionless end-to-end customer experience. In
experimental simulations, Project Jasper could indeed handle the high volume of Canada’s largevalue interbank transfer system.
Project Jasper first explored Ethereum, and then moved to R3’s Corda platform to allow for
improvements in settlement finality, scalability, and privacy. As noted in the white paper, DLT
allows improved back-office payment processing and reconciliation with and across participating
financial institutions, reducing the likelihood of costly errors and improved automation through
the use of smart contracts.32 Another goal for Project Jasper was cybersecurity, creating backup
ledgers which eliminated single points of failure.
As noted in the report as well, it is possible to limit information on a database when privacy and
confidentiality concerns among parties are paramount. For example, in Project Jasper, parties see
only their own activity. The role of the Corda notary node is played by the Bank of Canada,
though Corda can eliminate the need for such a single trusted database operator.
Netting promotes funding efficiency and smoother intraday payments flow. Phase 2 of Project
Jasper appears to be one of the first instances of a central queue within a DLT platform for
payments. For example, a participant’s account gives permission for a bounded, specified
amount of value to be placed into a queuing option. This can be changed, but not when the
queuing algorithm is running; during that time the participant is blocked as codes search over
best transfers.33 Phase 3 extended the Phase 2’s proof-of-concept to the settlement of exchange
traded equities.
The central bank maintains a commitment to settle accounts but has risk exposure in doing so,
and so collateral is posted by participants. Technically there are two versions that differ in
collateral and the loss allocation procedure: The defaulter pays, and the survivors pay through
pooled risk.34, 35
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Reconciliation and reliable registries were mentioned in the introduction to this paper.
See Güntzer, Jungnickel and Leclerc (1998) and Kuussaari (1996) for further discussion of algorithms for clearing
and risks.
34
See Monnet and Nellen (2014) for theoretical modeling of CCP clearing.
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Also related, from Monetary Authority of Singapore (2017, page 6), running its own innovation center: “The
prototypes successfully demonstrate several points. Firstly, that key functions of a RTGS system such as fund
transfer, queueing mechanism and gridlock resolution can be achieved through different techniques and solution
designs. Secondly, decentralizing the key functions of a RTGS system may not only mitigate the inherent risks of a
centralized system, such as single point of failure, but may also affirm the promised benefits of DLT, for example
cryptographic security and immutability.”
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In any event, Jasper is illustrative of sophisticated multiparty smart contracts, showing what it is
feasible to do with distributed ledger technology. Other potential examples of DLT-based
payments systems come from the Monetary Authority of Singapore, a think tank. Nevertheless,
there may be growing skepticism among central bankers concerning such interbank systems for
large value payments. Are they really needed? In the Project Jasper application, it seems it
succeeded in recreating the functionality of existing traditional payments infrastructure, that is,
on one the one hand, it did as well, but on the other it did not dominate.
The Project Jasper white paper does note that DLT is particularly relevant for cross-border
payments, as current infrastructure still relies on financial institutions keeping their own
databases, and so counterparty risk is high. Subsequent collaboration among Bank of England,
Bank of Canada and the Monetary Authority of Singapore explored in detail the limits of current
inter-bank transfer systems and the possible use of distributed ledger technology to issue central
bank digital currency as the key central bank liability to be used in wholesale payments systems.

9.2 Optimized design of cross‐border payments: Velo
Consider the case of Cambodian or Myanmar migrants in Thailand, migrants who both need to
fund their trip (now regulated), and to send money back home to family. Remittances in
Southeast Asia amounted to $63.9 billion in 2016 while transfer fees have grown 3% over the six
years leading up to 2016 to 7.1% (Leong 2017). The high transfer fees are partly due to legacy
technology in the formal sector and limited access to formal currency exchange markets.
Traditionally, a Money Transfer Operator (MTO) conducts cross-border transactions using a
single server to record transactions among its international subsidiaries, going through traditional
financial institutions, or entering into a bilateral agreement with an MTO in another country.
This limits the number of partners they can have and results in high transaction costs.
Velo proposes to create for MTOs in Southeast Asia a highly liquid decentralized settlement
layer on a permissioned blockchain. It is a hybrid in the sense that it utilizes, and effectively
transfers, fiat money, but it does this with its own indigenous token and with fiat tokens.
MTOs can be viewed as agents with varying underlying balance sheets hit by the needs of their
customers for trade. To trace out an example transaction, a client, to be called Alan, asks an
MTO in Thailand to transfer money to Alice in Cambodia. Alan is essentially lending money as
a deposit to the Thai MTO, which will be extinguished when Alice in Cambodia receives her
money. At some point in the timeline, Alice gets a text message that her money from Alan is in.
Alice then goes to a Payment Gateway, e.g., a 7-Eleven or a registered point-of-sale (POS) store,
and shows a QR code from the text message. The 7-Eleven staff scans it and gives Alice the
money. At this point, the Cambodian MTO is lending money to the Thai MTO. This is to be
repaid, ideally, by a transaction in the reverse direction. More generally, netted transactions
among a larger community of MTO operators happen in a multi-lateral clearing operation.
When the Thai MTO first enters the Velo Network, it enters into a smart contract and converts
Thai fiat money into Velo tokens. The Velo token is then locked up with a digital reserve bank, a
key institution of which Velo is a part. The digital reserve bank has a charter and rules for MTO
participants. In return for its deposit of Velo, the MTO gets an intraday Thai Fiat credit balance
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in Thai fiat tokens. This serves as an upper bound for outgoing remittance transactions on any
given day. The Thai MTO then initiates a transaction for Alan by submitting the order to Stellar
through the Velo Network, converting Thai baht tokens to Cambodian riel tokens. Once
executed, that transaction amount is deducted from the available within-day Thai MTO’s fiat
credit balance.
Since the Velo Network is built on Stellar, it can provide interoperability. Velo hopes to achieve
transaction throughput of 1,000+ per second, with each transaction taking 3 to 5 seconds at a
very low cost, a tiny fraction of a penny. Velo maintains an off-chain order book, and groups and
offsets transactions before sending batched orders to Stellar at regular intervals. Order book
matching maintains an accurate source of transactional references between any two transacting
MTOs, providing reconciliation. This reduces the probability of disputes and delays, a feature of
DLT commented on earlier in this paper
At the end of the day, as anticipated above, the many transactions that occur among all MTOs
will be netted using the digital reserve system’s smart contract distributed ledger algorithm. Each
MTO will be notified how much it needs in order to settle its credit line. If the MTO successfully
settles its end-of-day balance, its fiat credit balances get replenished, also resulting in an increase
in their credit rating. Alternatively, if any MTO fails to settle the balance, the Digital Reserve
Bank will liquidate the MTO’s Velo tokens that had been locked as collateral, executing the
conditionality of the contract, and slashing the MTO’s credit rating.36
Under Velo, counterparties can conduct transactions with multiple pairings in different countries
without having to trust each other, while leaving clearing and settlement roles to the digital
reserve bank and the Black Apple Foundation, respectively (fiat money is held by the Black
Apple Foundation in each country). The premise of the system is that flows will ultimately
balance, e.g., in Thailand, Thai baht paid in will equal Thai baht paid out, or that the Black Apple
Foundation is flexible enough in its cross-country holdings that it can cover fiat money deficits.
Some MTOs are already engaged in a contractual bilateral relationship, with both of their fiat
credit lines supporting their financial obligations bound by a bilateral agreement. In principle,
depending on these relationships they can handle credit and insurance with each other, at least
bilaterally. Going one step further, Velo could allow the implementation of constrained-optimal
contracts implemented on DLT as envisioned above in the examples on information constrained
credit and insurance.

10 Summary and Conclusion
Distributed ledgers have the potential to transform economic organization and financial structure,
yet the subject is embroiled in controversy, hype, and lack of consistent terminology. Rather than
get embroiled in proper definitions, what is or is not a distributed ledger, and how broadly or
narrowly the term distributed ledgers should be interpreted, we focus instead on the economics
of what distributed ledgers can do by breaking concepts down and analyzing key individual
36

One vision for Velo has the token as a utility at a fixed price. If there are markets for Velo exchanges against fiat,
new issues are raised, and addressed, in Appendix B.
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components. We also compare and contrast the economics framework with the frameworks of
computer science and data management disciplines, clarifying the terminology, and the
technology, where possible.
The first four sections of this paper described distributed ledgers in terms of those key, though
familiar, component parts: ledgers as accounts, e-messages and e-transfers of value,
cryptography, and contracts including multi-party mechanism. We put each in context and
provided examples, emphasizing what these parts of DLT brings to the table, one at a time.
For the first component, ledgers, we link the ledgers of cryptocurrencies to a statement of
currency flow as a standard financial account and to currency as a balance sheet item. Thai
villages’ cash flow accounts are presented as an example, as in this context currency flows are
reasonably well measured and have been used in analysis. The ledgers of DLT are then put into
this context, taking an additional step, which in essence is simply creating a common integrated
database of cash flows across households and the associated balance sheet entries. With this, one
uncovers discrepancies, not unlike how the use of DLT can help in reconciliation of trades. A
related analogy: Standard financial accounts were an invention associated with double-entry
book-keeping, for more accurate measurement, a huge innovation at the time. Likewise, DLT
enhances measurement across diverse parties.
Relatedly, the DLT ledgers could be used with transaction data to create standard financial
accounts, namely the income statement, balance sheet, and statement of cash flow. These
accounts are useful in analysis, and for policy, as illustrated by two examples in Appendix A.
This section on ledgers concludes with an important discussion from the computer science
literature on the advantages and disadvantages of traditional database management versus the
decentralized database management of distributed ledgers. With decentralization, in the presence
of latency comes impossibility theorems with regards to: consistency, accuracy, partitioning. In
the presence of a partition tolerance, one has to choose between consistency and availability.
Further, even when the system is running normally, there is a tension between consistency and
latency. From the distributed computing literature there is a theorem that with asynchronous
systems consensus is impossible. Yet with synchronous systems each node must be connected to
every other node and thus with communication costs this raises the issue of scaling up to large
systems. Trusted third parties solve this problem, but this centralization not only requires trust
but raises the issue of data integrity, as those who can write can also (accidentally) destroy or
corrupt data and there is data security, cyber risk. Hybrid systems between the end points of
strictly hierarchical database systems ignoring incentives and fully connected network meshes
which exacerbate privacy concerns emerge in practice, though not necessarily as deliberate
choices among the universe of possibilities. The economics literature provides clear examples of
how costly connections among agents can lead to constrained optimal partitioning.
For the second component of DLT, e-transfers and e-messages, we compare and contrast two
countries, Thailand and Sweden, from high to low ratios of currency to GDP, respectively. For
Thailand, there are large welfare losses to the current reliance on paper currency. For Sweden
one worry, ironically, is the other way, at least in the near term—groups vulnerable to the
disappearance of currency. We then feature an innovation, e-money for a country in between,
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Kenya, where M-Pesa has generated large welfare gains. This is done with a trusted third party,
Safaricom, and without crypto currency, though the ledgers of Safaricom resemble tokens in
some ways. The key is allowing easy ins and outs from Kenyan shillings to cell credits,
facilitating transfers from urban migrants back to villages, for better risk sharing and poverty
reduction.
This section on e-value transfers concludes with an important discussion of potential limitations
of trust and the centralization/decentralization issue. In the Kenyan context with Safaricom, trust
is less obvious than it might seem when taking into account the larger financial system, with the
banks holding Safaricom, and hence customer shilling accounts, they are subject to runs. More
generally, cryptocurrency systems rely on distributed ledgers with some kind of consensus
validation. Cryptocurrency exchanges are largely built as traditional systems with brokers or
centralized exchanges. There are increasing exceptions, but decentralized exchanges using
distributed ledgers seem to suffer from limited capacity and liquidity, with low volume. This is
identified as an area where more work is needed. It also makes the point that hybrid systems like
this may not only persist but may potentially be part of an optimal design.
E-transfers naturally raise issues related to cryptography and verification of messages if there is
not universal trust in a single third party, as in the subsequent section of the paper. These ideas
are ancient, dating back to Mesopotamia with sealed clay envelopes containing tokens as a
manifest of shipments and Medieval tally sticks split into pieces, the stock circulating as money
that uniquely matched the foil held by the borrower, checked on redemption.
More recently, but before Bitcoin, we have secure multi-party communication, IBM crypto
express cards, public vs. private keys, and zero-knowledge proofs and protocols. This section on
cryptography contains an important discussion of the various validation systems used, from
Bitcoin’s proof of work, to proof of stake, to federated decentralized systems of trust, which
require a listing of trusted nodes but a list that is different across different nodes, to proof-ofauthority systems, with algorithms to achieve consensus. To some, the term distributed ledger
refers uniquely to some if not all of these decentralized validation systems, though concentration
on that topic takes away from the necessary focus on distributed ledgers.
For contracts, we highlight from standard contract literature the needed distinctions to get at the
meaning of the word trust as in “trusted third parties,” as featured in the introduction. These
distinctions include full commitment versus limited commitment; contract theory allows the
latter but this does not preclude some trades. Likewise, from contract theory and mechanism
design we can speak of incentive compatibility for actions and truth-telling for messages for
initial and interim unobserved states. Lack of trust in this specific sense is crucial in the design
but is not an insuperable barrier. Related, it is key to prevent parties from pulling out or not
performing. Default has remedies in collateral and/or reputation made explicit under long term
contracting. Reneging and a restriction to time consistency can be remedied with commitment.
Problems of collusion and non-uniqueness in implementation have remedies in better design. We
need to get specific across the various trust aspects, and contract theory helps us do that,
especially in hybrid systems. As for illustrative contexts, contracts and mechanisms are
ubiquitous, and we come back to this with applications, below.
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For the contract part of DLT innovation, we feature the key technical capabilities of smart
contracts, highlighting the commitment in entering into the agreement and carrying it out, the
immutability of its terms, and the conditionality aspects that help resolve the various trust
problems, as agreed to options are executed automatically as a function of the state. Smart
contracts help to mitigate underlying frictions in the environment. Key concepts here also
include states of the system and transitions, commands, validity consensus, unique consensus,
notaries and non-unique consensus, multiple trusting or non-trusted notaries, public and private
nodes, oracles, and broadcast communication versus selectively private communication.
A key point is that the various aspects of trust and incentives that come from mechanism design
can be implemented on smart contracts, from multiple sequential messages to costly state
verification, incentive compatible actions and reports for the platforms, and beyond. Some
specific examples are given, promised utility as a key state variable and how to build in
commitment to undercut ex post bargaining and hold ups. Economists have had these
mechanisms in mind, and so in some sense have taken smart contracts for granted without
realizing it.
This topic of contracts and mechanism design contains within it and concludes with the
centralization/decentralization issue. The “planner” problem of mechanism is a metaphor for
economists, not taken literally per se, but in the context here is it clear that one has to specify
how contracts and multi-party agreements are entered into and validated, and how they are
executed over time. The doorkeepers and notaries involved with smart contract execution, if
single entities, are hierarchical features, though competing non-trusting notaries conjure up the
image of more decentralized systems.
Mostly, computer science and economics take different points of view regarding the meaning of
the words trust. Symptomatic, the decentralized Bitcoin validation system is not incentive
compatible. But there is encouraging common ground. Contracts with costly state verification are
literally contracts executed with messages where over some range of states costly messages are
not used. A version of the revelation principle works with no communication at all and with
noisy messages, so one need not abandon mechanism design when facing the reality of imperfect
messaging. Though there are impossibility results regarding consensus in the economics
literature, there are also contributions on the effectiveness of multiple repeat messages and how
iterations of decentralized validation can be truncated and achieve coordination.
A second part of the paper features specific implications of smart contracts and mechanism
design for the design and the regulation of financial infrastructure.
The discussion begins with high value systems. The implications of mechanism design are a
function of the underlying environment and the problem being analyzed. There is a push toward
decentralization and partitioned ledgers, on the one hand, and for centralization and a role for
hierarchical third parties, on the other. Specifically, mechanism design theory can be used with
distributed ledgers to consider: permissioned and private ledgers and the gain from concealment,
keeping secrets; delegation to third party platforms to deal with private and public shocks, that
allow back- and front-loading in contracts; and design of market ledgers which mitigate if not
eliminate bank and market runs through time-stamped and immutable records of the histories of
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transactions. For that last result on runs, caveats from computer science come into play, namely,
latency on networks, but potential remedies are noted.
This section then goes on to feature an example where innovation would allow large gains. In
Thailand and other countries in Southeast Asia, traditional formal financial infrastructure is
currently extremely limited. From Asian Development Bank studies, there are reportedly large
gaps in services for credit, savings, payments, and insurance (Asian Development Bank 2017).
The Townsend Thai Project, on the ground with 20 years of data, shows that informal local risksharing is good, achieved through credit chains and networks. But there are shortfalls in cash
management. There are also shortfalls in county-level risk-sharing, as the risk premium is low
for idiosyncratic risk, due to good pooling, but high for aggregate risk, even though aggregates
differ across villages and could be pooled and hence better insured. Interventions have helped,
but more is needed. A government village fund intervention allowed: increased
consumption overall by alleviating borrowing constraints and a cashing in of buffer stocks; better
intermediation, especially for the lower wealth households, through a costly state verification
regime, with lower costs of verification for kin; and profits and increase in assets for high TFP
SMEs which got funds. But loans were more readily available for village committee members
and connections to them; some kinship pathways mitigated distortions, but evidently these rely
on pre-existing trust. High TFP SMEs without kin could have benefited more. Smart contracts on
distributed ledgers can help overcome these trust issues, allowing trade among strangers.
Innovations in this Southeast Asia context can come in two related forms. First, individual smart
contracts are given as examples of how to take advantage of distributed ledger capability: escrow
with non-banks; savings products for automated deposit and portfolio management; and
securitized waterfall payments along the path of supply chains from buyer to seller to employee
loans. A second form is contract competition with open access to providers and free entry, as in
general equilibrium models with an intermediary broker sector.
However, the limits of contract competition are noted: Competition among providers can fail to
complete the financial system due to unexploited complementarities and lack of coordination in a
Nash equilibrium, even in environments in which all players are tiny, that is no player has any
mass. A key issue for regulation is the timeline of competition and when to impose exclusivity,
for example, free competition ex ante could be fine but with exclusivity and restrictions on trade
ex post.
Featured as an example of innovation is EvryNet, an intelligent financial automation operating
system that aims to provide open-source banking services and financial contracts to unbanked and
underbanked populations. An interoperable smart contract platform enables not only traditional banks
but also micro-finance institutions and others to initiate and execute banking products and financial
contracts. Contracts can be provided at competitive prices for computer memory (storage) and
computation power. A rating system tracks performance of providers.
A third part of the paper deals with the implications of the mechanism design and monetary
theory literatures for the design of payments systems. A system which records histories of trade
– which DLT can provide – can improve welfare relative to a decentralized partitioned system in
which information is lost. Indeed, in a hybrid decentralized system, tokens can play a distinct
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role in implementing the centralized mechanism design outcome, by conveying histories of
trades, a kind of communication system but avoiding the problem of scale. This can provide
insurance and smoothing over time, even if tokens, or line items on ledgers, could in principle be
concealed. Incentives for revelation of tokens or revelation of private accounts take care of that
problem. The messages are endogenous, not forced or required as under centralized systems, but
the messages are fully revealing. Tokens can also be used to track trades over multiple
commodities as when there are preference shocks, but here multiple colored coins may be
needed if there are multiple dimensions to keep track of; for example, over time there are shocks
associated with preference reversals. This has a parallel in cryptography: Coins are not fungible
in the sense that coins have public verified histories, to trace ownership.
However, the ingredients of some environments argue for partitioned ledgers with sustained
private information, necessary to attain a constrained optimum, as when randomization is needed
and messages should be kept secret. This last system is a hybrid, centralized/decentralized
system, centralized in so far as all messages are put on a common ledger but decentralized in that
that the ledger is not distributed. Notably, economic outcomes under contracts, data acquired,
and data disseminated are all endogenous and co-determined.
Other model environments make clear that consensus and public ledgers can be needed for
coordination and prudential regulation. A theorem in economics on the impossibility of
decentralized monetary exchange is quite relevant. Knowledge of identities of agents, histories of
trade and payments, and initial excess demands are needed for implementation of optimal
allocations, not simply pairwise knowledge, of those contemporaneously matched, but also from
others with whom the contemporaneous set of matched traders, the payment parties, have not
been matched previously. Put simply, the history of trades needs to be on the common
immutable ledger. Implementation of a Walrasian optimum in a decentralized way is both
forward and backward looking. One has to know where the system should be headed, and the
remaining options in the future to get there, hence what trades have been accomplished in the
past and what trades are needed now in order to make this feasible.
For another example, circulating private debt is the medium of exchange for contemporaneous
transactions in both short-term non-circulating securities and consumption commodities. Yet
there can be many equilibria that achieve the Pareto optimal target, for example, either all the
debts that are allowed to circulate could be issued by initial parties in one of the two locations, or
by the parties in the other second location. But by assumption, in the informationally
decentralized model environment, there is no way for traders in one location to know what is
going on in the other. Mismatch is likely, too much or too little debt issued, with resulting
crashes later. These conflicts and the need for coordination are likely to arise with multiple
cryptocurrencies.
A problem with using distributed ledgers for coordination and regulation reemerges: the problem
of scale. The two example environments above suggest that only key pieces of information need
to be shared, which is encouraging. This of course will need to be worked out in practice.
Featured in this third part of the paper are two payments systems on distributed ledgers. One, an
experiment, is Project Jasper of the Bank of Canada, which is designed for domestic interbank
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payment settlement and is focused on payments (see Payments Canada 2017). The role of notary
node is played by the Bank of Canada. Phase 2 of Jasper appears to be one of the first instances
of a central queue within a DLT platform for payments, for matching and netting. A matching
algorithm on a distributed ledger platform employs the language of states and conditionality.
Netting promotes funding efficiency and smoother intraday payments flow. In Project Jasper,
parties see only their own activity, a traditional point of view, while the role of the unique notary
is played by the Bank of Canada. It is a sophisticated multi-party platform taking advantage of
smart contract possibilities.
The second featured payments system is Velo, creating for money transfer operators (MTOs) in
Southeast Asia a highly liquid decentralized settlement layer on a permissioned blockchain.
Remittances in fiat money in SEA have transfer fees currently at 7.1%. The high transfer fees are
partly due to legacy technology in the formal sector and limited access to formal currency
exchange markets. The Velo Network is a settlement layer that avoids direct transfers of fiat
money yet enables participants to efficiently conduct cross-border transactions. An optimized
liquidity management layer will efficiently search for offsetting cross-country balances to allow
for expedient clearing while minimizing risk. MTOs can be viewed as agents with varying
underlying balance sheets hit by the needs for trade of their customers, hence needing credit and
insurance. Some MTOs are already engaged in a contractual bilateral relationship, with both of
their fiat credit lines supporting their financial obligations bound by a bilateral agreement. Velo
can allow the implementation of constrained-optimal contract arrangements implemented on
distributed ledgers, as envisioned in the examples on credit and insurance described earlier.
Optimal information partitions are envisioned as part of the design.
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Appendix A

Enhanced Financial Accounts

Here we take up supplementary material on the use of enhanced financial accounts.

A.1

An example of the use of village and community‐level financial accounts: Tariffs
and flow of funds

There is huge interest in the impact of tariffs in the US, under the Trump presidency, and further,
it would be useful for trade and financial flows to be recorded in real time. Likewise, in reverse,
one could examine the impact of trade and financial liberalizations in emerging markets.
Paweenawat and Townsend (2012) follow the Bureau of Economic Analysis (2017) guidelines
and show first how to reconfigure household and business financial statements, and second, how
to aggregate up to create the set of national income and product accounts (NIPA), with the
economy as the village. The income statement is transformed, being careful about value added to
the production account, and the balance sheet is transformed by taking time differences to create
the savings/investment account. Flow of funds accounts measure net acquisition of financial
assets, assets minus net incurrence of liabilities, and this is equivalent to gross savings less
expenditures on real capital. The balance of payments account of the village economy follows,
thus how villages, and regions, interact with each other.
A.1.1 A counterfactual policy analysis
Paweenawat and Townsend (2018) calibrate a model that integrates real and financial sectors,
allowing for occupation choice, trade in goods across manufacturing and agricultural sectors, and
external borrowing and lending. The model has judiciously chosen obstacles to trade, namely
transactions costs for commodity trade and collateral requirements for credit. After fitting the
model-generated village paths to the data, one can examine simultaneously and consistently the
activities of the featured case study of sampled households and businesses along with selected
aggregates. That is, one can determine what is happening over time at the household level with
their own financial accounts and what is happening at the economy-wide, village level with the
NIPA accounts. One can also distinguish movements of real capital from movements in paper
currency.
It then becomes possible to conduct counterfactual policy analysis: What if trade and capital
flows had not been allowed to liberalize or, alternatively, what would happen if there were
further innovations due to enhanced financial infrastructure? If, for example, there had been a
push for protection in the past, and somehow trade across regions had been more restricted than
in reality, then a wedge would move relative prices. Likewise, one can examine counterfactual
restrictions on inter-regional flows of capital if more savings had been targeted to be invested at
home. The model predicts what would have happened to interest rates, wages, and prices; to
occupation choice, production, profits, and earnings; and, finally, to the trade balance, the current
account, and the balancing flows of borrowing/lending.
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The impact of altered policy is not homogeneous. Removing an obstacle at the village level,
through DLT or other means, is not the same thing as increasing social value. Likewise,
imposing obstacles can be welfare improving for some households as a function of balance
sheets and income flows.37 The application is of course not specific to Thailand. One can
imagine examining the impacts of tariffs and flows of funds in the US.

A.2

Generalized statements of liquidity accounts in the US

Nothing in these examples is particular to Thailand and the predominant use of paper currency as
the medium of exchange there. Samphantharak, Schuh, and Townsend (2016) show how a
conventional statement of cash flows can be made for advanced countries such as the US. Using
actual data, the statement of cash flow for households is disaggregated into item-by-item
liquidity accounts: the inflows and outflows to and from demand deposits; credit, debit and
prepaid cards; and paper currency. Likewise, though not yet well measured in the Boston Fed
surveys, the statement of liquidity accounts links conceptually to the other financial accounts and
thus to the variation in income and long-term financial assets.
Of course, distributed ledger technology is not yet the source of data, though one can envision
how we might get there. The Boston Federal Reserve bank survey uses data from survey
questionnaires and data from diaries. Likewise, data from the Survey of Consumer Finances
(SCF) and Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) are interview-based. Still, there is increasing
use of administrative data as a cross-check on consumer responses, data which is electronic. For
example: Are households reporting bank transactions consistent with data from corresponding
banks? Browning, Crossley, and Winter (2014) seek to integrate the collection of wealth, income
and spending data in the British Household Panel Survey so that for each household the
intertemporal budget constraint holds. An Office for National Statistics (ONS) Economic Expert
Working Group (EEWG) envisions using web surveys, mobile surveys, and phone apps to scan
barcodes and till receipts. There is now also exclusive electronic data surrendered voluntarily by
customers, as with Mint, and the use of commercial bank information by information
aggregators. Use of DLT to create complete financial accounts is not as far as away as it might
seem, a priori.
How could this be used? As emphasized in this section, we could see and understand better the
role of liquidity in an economy. Work emphasizing liquidity and payments and links to monetary
policy is a bit sparse but increasing. Significant recent contributions include Kaplan and Violante
(2014), Piazzesi and Schneider (2018), Adrian and Shin (2009), Doepke and Schneider (2006),
Auclert (2017) and Fulford and Schuh (2017). DLT creates the capability of providing enhanced
measurement over and above current US surveys. Currently there are discrepancies between the
cash flows associated with aggregated income statements and the cash flows associated with
changes in aggregated balance sheets.38

37
38

See also Bersem, Perotti, and von Thadden (2012) for a related discussion of welfare comparisons.
See Samphantharak, Schuh, and Townsend (2016).
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Appendix B

Cryptocurrency: The role and value of tokens in
economies with distributed ledger systems

This appendix focuses on tokens and cryptocurrency, reviewing the velocity and frequent-use-inpayments definitions of money and the prevalence of multiple media of exchange in many
economies, including monies indirectly backed. One implication of mechanism design theory
pinpoints the special role of tokens relative to fiat money fungibility, as fiat money hurts
implementation. Implications from monetary theory for valued fiat money are reviewed,
distinguishing two branches: One in which for various models the value of money is endogenous
and another in which money has value only due to taxes or legal stipulations. But regardless of
what gives fiat monies value, tokens in hybrid systems can play a role and have value, built on
top of the fiat structure. Indeterminacy in token values in this context has remedies in the roots of
monetary theory: interest, use requirements, and central bank commitment. A digital reserve
bank can implement these features along with activist token policies armed with transactions
data from the distributed ledger. The ideas for doing so come from the various monetary models,
with their explicit micro underpinnings. But to reiterate, these digital token policies are
recommended even when the rest of the economy is monetized with fiat money, as tokens can
deal with the gaps that remain.
Two points are worth making at the outset, one to reiterate and another which has been only
implicit. First, tokens and cryptocurrency are not a necessary part of distributed ledgers. Digital
Asset does not use coins in their implementations in stock markets; the same for ledgers in land
titles, Walmart’s tracking system, and the logistics of Maersk shipping. Second, even if there
were tokens in any one of these or other systems, this per se should not be surprising given the
multiplicity of monies we see in practice in many economies.
This section also reviews the implications of mechanism design for the relationship of tokens to
fiat money; uncontrolled use of the latter can undercut the incentives of former. There follows a
review of the implications of monetary theory for the role of tokens in hybrid systems, regardless
of what is giving fiat monies their underlying value. Implications for the indeterminacy of token
values and the divergence of private and social values are reviewed, as evidenced in the loss of
the fundamental welfare theorems, with empirical tests. Remedies for indeterminacy are given,
as implemented in the envisioned innovation with MTOs. Finally, optimal activist token policies
come from monetary models combined with data from transactions on distributed ledgers,
gathered as part of intrinsic operations of the digital reserve bank.

B.1

Media of exchange, definitions of money

Bech and Garratt (2017) display as a taxonomy flower the various kinds of money in existence.
For us here, rather than stress a distinction between fiat money and cryptocurrency, as if there
were room for only one or the other, likewise for outside money versus private credit, we can
adopt standard definitions and go to data for measurement. This provides an impartial and
unitary treatment of what we mean by money – simply something used frequently in
transactions. The conclusion is that, even within a given economy, there are multiple media of
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exchange, and so we would not be surprised to find that tokens of various kinds, depending on
the purposes, can play complementary roles.
The standard definitions have to do with velocity and frequency of use in payment. Velocity of
an object is the average amount traded per unit time divided by the stock outstanding. The
velocity of fiat money is a key object, though alternative measures of the stock run from base
money, M0, to larger aggregates including commercial banks deposits, M1, M2, and so on.
A payment matrix enumerates in its rows and columns what is exchanged for what. An object in
a given row may have a high proportion of value in use to acquire several other objects specified
in each of the columns. If the numbers are high, then such an object can be called a money.
Within a given economy, multiple devices can be used, in addition to the associated country’s
fiat money. The extent of this varies across economies but multiplicity is not uncommon.

B.2

Multiple media are typical

In contrast to thinking of fiat currency or Bitcoin as competing entities, a payments matrix for
ICRISAT village economies in India shows prevalent use of both grain and fiat currency (rupees)
(Lim and Townsend 1998). Grain is used to pay labor, for example. In country-level economies
with advanced payments systems, such as the US, household surveys from the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston show the use of fiat money currency but also the use of checks, debit, and credit
cards (Bitcoin is negligible so far) (Schuh and Stavins 2014). A related point: A given agent
typically uses multiple media over relatively short periods of time.
Of course, an object, good, or security can be useful and have value, even if it has low velocity.
Relatedly, we often see layering, with some payment devices backed by others. Some systems
operate offline. The indirect claims can have high velocity, while the underlying backing need
not. Fiat money, for example, is relatively recent. Previously, government monies were backed
by gold (or silver), and, in principle, gold certificates as government bank liabilities could be
redeemed. It was simply easier to trade paper claims than cash in and transport the gold which
otherwise was held in depositories. Currently, commercial banks are required to hold some
central bank reserves, hence to hold fiat money. In turn, banks issue claims such as demand
deposits, so that again payment devices are indirectly backed.
But, private debt can also be money in a given economy, an asset with high velocity. Suppose
that agents trust the entity issuing the liability to always honor redemptions even when presented
by third parties. In economic terminology, there is full commitment on the part of the issuer to
repay at full face value. Paper checks are written instructions by a customer to its trusted banker
to transfer value to a third party. Countersigned post-dated checks circulated as money in
Paraguay when the penalty for overdrawing was prison. Historically, bills of exchange drawn on
the issuer have circulated as media of exchange. Trade credit can also act as liquidity (Amberg et
al. 2016).
Nowadays, fiat tokens are a leading example of backing and relevant to the discussion here.
They represent a combination of public monies and private monies backed by trust. A named
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trusted entity in Stellar acts as an anchor. A customer deposits a fiat money with the anchor,
either paper currency or a claim on another commercial bank. The anchor issues the customer an
IOU for the deposit. The anchor then issues a token, which is a claim on that fiat deposit. These
tokens go on to be traded in Stellar Marketplace through the order books of broker dealers. These
fiat tokens could have high velocity, as when they are cashed in. For example, flows come back
the other way from the country of destination to the country of origin, balancing the original
transaction, giving another customer ownership of the fiat deposit.
If there is something special about crypto currencies, it is the irony that they can function too
well, as a means of payment with virtually instantaneous and almost costless execution. The
costs are low and interconnectedness high, so one can get into and out of coins almost
instantaneously. In principle, we get close to a world without frictions in which at most tokens
become a unit of account. With no one holding their coin, the value is not pinned down. As a unit
of account, transactions can be denominated in tokens, but this is an arbitrary convention and
does not pin down values per se.
That is, we know from basic Walrasian theory that the unit of account is arbitrary. Further, pure
accounting systems can clear markets with sequential or delayed payment, allowing purchases of
commodities and securities before sales. This unit of account role of money has been displayed
historically in trade fairs and the prevalence of ghost currencies (Cipolla 1956; Townsend 1990).
Despite sequential trade in goods and the presence of banks, little actual coin was used in trade
or deposited into accounts. Revealingly, accounts could be kept in defunct, devalued coinage.
Money transfer ledger systems among sitting local bankers were prevalent in early Medieval
Europe (McAndrews and Roberds 1999).

B.3

Lessons from mechanism design for tokens

In some economic environments, tokens can increase trade and welfare, as in the earlier sections
where we noted in the discussion of ledgers the role that tokens can play in implementation.
Further multiple colored tokens can be used in some economic environments, so that there would
be a welfare loss from collapsing to one. Kocherlakota (1998) makes the same point as he
emphasizes that (a single) money serves only as partial memory.
Relatedly, in mechanism design, unobserved actions such as saving can partially undercut trade
and insurance systems. When savings is observed and controlled, the contract allows high
powered incentives, altering consumption and payoff streams so that incentive and truth telling
constraints cause as little damage as possible. Doepke and Townsend (2006) show how to
incorporate unobserved savings, in essence another set of incentive constraints, but these are
further restrictions on the design problem and cause a loss in welfare relative to full
observability. These losses can be substantial. Observability can be recovered with tokens as
immutable histories and rules for their use. In particular, one would not want to allow full
convertibility of tokens to fiat, as the information regained with those high-powered incentives
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would then be lost.39 On the other hand, if parts of the system are not incorporated into the
design, then loss of welfare will result, but one can still solve the design problem.

B.4

Lessons from monetary theory in Walrasian, competitive markets

A lesson from monetary theory is that fiat money can have value even if intrinsically worthless.
The same arguments can apply to some cryptocurrencies though we need a derivation, as below,
to get to that conclusion.
A key idea in monetary theory is that when strangers meet one another there can be an absence
of double coincidence of wants. In a pairwise meeting, one party has something the other wants,
half of the basis for a trade, but not the other way around. Money can serve as a medium of
exchange in this instance; it serves as the other half of the trade, taken on by the party giving up
something of intrinsic value, only in order to be able to use it in the future, when the situation is
reversed.
Economic models try to simplify as much as possible to make this point and to be able to go on
to consider regulation and policy. The first series of these models is outlined here and describes
how intrinsically useless objects as money can have value, whether paper currency and fiat
money generally or tokens and cryptocurrency. The theory here does not yet make a distinction
between the two.
B.4.1 Models of money with endogenous valuation
In Townsend (1980) an agent has fluctuating periodic endowments of a single good, for example
1,0,1,0 and that agent is paired at each date with someone on the opposite side of the sequence,
0,1,0,1. But a given agent is never paired with the same person twice, hence capturing the idea
that agents are meeting strangers. Related, no IOU as a promissory note to pay in the future,
given the model construction of the separation in space and timing, can come back to the issuer.
Endowments of the model should not be taken literally but represent wage earnings for laborers
and migrants, crop harvests for farmers, or profits for business, including trade as a business. Of
note also in this model is that “endowments” average out to a constant, both other time for a
given agent, though agents discount the future, and also across agents at a point in time. Money
is a balancing item, offsetting ups and downs for a given agent, or across agents in the cross
section from those who are well endowed to those who are not. In a monetary equilibrium,
worthless pieces of paper or tokens have value in buying goods; in the US, this would be the
USD price of consumption. Money is in this sense a unit of account. Prices are in monetary
terms. Finally, even in this simple model, money is being stored at any given moment by some
agents over time from one period to the next, thus money is also a store of value. However, in a
monetary equilibrium without any other intervention, with stable prices, there remains
unexploited gains from trade, and consumption is moving with income (see below).
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Agents may be tempted to make deals on the side, a threat that could reduce multiple currencies to one. However,
for there to be an effect, agents would have to hand over their private keys to a third party, and unless this is all in
the same family, this type of out of off-path deviation could be anticipated to be minimal.
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Borrowing and lending among agents in the above model does not necessarily complete the
space of trades. As in Manuelli and Sargent (1988, 2010), there is a bond market for borrowers
and lenders who meet sometimes, but not always and not forever. In addition, there are aggregate
shocks. Given the timing of feasible trades, things do not balance out with debt alone. Money
still plays a crucial role in smoothing the remaining residual fluctuations. In Woodford (1990), as
in the model of Townsend (1980), public debt plays the role of providing liquidity. Such models
are also used in Domeij and Ellingsen (2018).40
In a related model, the net incomes of households, producers or traders are not deterministic, but
rather are drawn as random variables. One might suppose realizations of income are drawn
independently over time for a given agent and independently over agents at a point in time, as in
Bewley (1983). Money is acquired when income is high via sales and given up to buy goods
when income is low. Insurance contracts could have served the purpose of smoothing and,
indeed, could do even better, especially if there is a large continuum number of agents, so that
the average state of the economy over agents at a point in time is constant. But in Bewley (1983),
such contracts are ruled out a priori as simply not available, which can happen in reality when
there is limited access to financial infrastructure (or lack of coordination). In this economic
model, money is, if anything, an even more obvious store of value, a buffer stock which can be
used against future shocks for self-insurance needs. An agent would always like to have some of
it on hand, as income can always turn out to be low. Running out of money can be disastrous if
incomes are near or at zero. So here again, money has value even if intrinsically useless. Again,
as it stands, without further intervention no finite amount of money is ever enough. We cannot
replicate the full insurance solution. In Kehoe, Levine and Woodford (1990), the stochastic
variables are such that there should be inflation.
Other models limit trade through the demographics of finite lives. Agents earn wage income
when young, but at some point in the life cycle as they age they have zero labor earnings and
need to rely on previous savings. Money can serve as social security, a bridge across the various
generations, which was an insight of Samuelson (1958). Indeed, in this setting, stable money can
achieve a full optimum. Adding more goods and variety in incomes, even within generations,
allows more realism, as in Freeman (1996) and Green (1999). Money allows old debtors to repay
old creditors from whom they previously borrowed and allows old creditors to buy a good y from
the young. Young debtors borrow to get good x. Here money is, even more obviously, a unit of
account as it is essential for trade. Given the environment, it must be on the other side of each
commodity trade, in goods x and y. If there are further obstacles to trade such as difficulty
getting to market, then again there is scope for intervention (see below). That said, Tobin (1978)
is skeptical when models such as overlapping generations are presented in the abstract as models
of money.
It is enough in any of these models to keep track of who meets whom when and what is
exchanged. This is all summarized in each model by a sequence of budget constraints, actions
taken, and market clearing conditions. Tokens, fiat or crypto, have a social value in each model.
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See also Angeletos, Collard, and Dellas (2016) and Diamond (1965).
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B.4.2 Testing for inefficiency using national income data
Arguments for social value beyond private value are not simply abstract. Monetary theory has an
empirical context and has been tested in actual economies. In particular, the overlapping
generations and public debt literatures mentioned earlier have been taken to macro data from
national income accounts to judge whether economies are on efficient paths. If there is an overaccumulation of real capital, then the interest rate is lower than the natural rate of growth, which
is clearly an inefficient outcome. Alternatively, if money has value as a valid bubble in
equilibrium, less savings is put into productive assets and more is put into the bubble, raising the
interest rate. Abel, Mankiw, Summers, and Zeckhauser (1989) propose a criterion for evaluating
dynamic inefficiency that only involves comparisons of cash profits from capital, as a rate of
return, with output coming from the history of the level of investment. They find that one cannot
reject efficiency. Geerolf (2017) adjusts for land rent, taking it out, and adjusts profits of
entrepreneurs, a fraction of which is arguably simply opportunity-cost wages and not a real
return. He finds some economies may have been on inefficient paths. One notes in the reported
results that some Asian miracle economies are among the excessive-investment economies.
Related and substantively important, in every monetary model there is also an equilibrium in
which money does not have value due to self-fulfilling bad expectations (Cass, Okuno, and
Zilcha 1978; Green and Zhou 2005; and Levine 1989).

B.5

The value of money comes from cash‐in‐advance or payment of taxes

There are other ways to give money an economic value. Suppose money must be used in trade or
must be used to make certain required payments owed to the government. These arguments were
given for fiat money but can also be applied to tokens.
In an early paper on monetary economics, Starr (1974) specified, for tractability, a finite horizon
model. This raised the problem that in the last period, money could not have value because
nobody would want it – there is no future with it. However, money had a value, nevertheless,
because agents were required to pay taxes to the government with it at the end. Thus, money was
always demanded in equilibrium, and the price could not fall to zero. Some see this as a realistic
setting and one reason why fiat monies, as compared with tokens, have value in actual
economies.
Likewise, the so-called cash-in-advance model of Clower (1967) specifies that fiat money is
legal tender, and thus has to be acquired at least one period in advance in order to allow
purchases with it in a given period. One could say that money has value in these models due to a
legal stipulation requiring its use.41 In the model of Lucas and Stokey (1983), some designated
goods do not require cash in advance (the credit goods), but other goods do require cash in
advance (the cash goods). Such models with credit goods allow real consumption loans and
exchange in goods without money, but if there is at least a subset of crucial cash goods, however
41

See also Bryant and Wallace (1984).
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small, then the price of money cannot go to zero. Money must have a positive value in
equilibrium.

B.6

A hybrid model of positive token values

In sum, there are two ways of making money have value: Endogenously in an equilibrium given
the underlying environment; and exogenously by legal or other restrictions. Layering the two
ways of modeling money delivers endogenous valuation of tokens in realistic economic settings.
In this way, we can talk about innovations in payment systems using tokens which, nevertheless,
take as given and utilize valued fiat money. It is not an “either/or” proposition. In contrast, much
of the literature thinks of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies as competing with fiat money.
Specifically, one could start with an environment in which fiat money is endogenously valued in
one of the equilibria or has to be used for some purpose. Either way, fiat money then has value.
In equilibrium, we can describe net earnings and profits of households, firms and traders in fiat
money terms, not as real commodities per se. Agents would be modeled as having indirect utility
functions over money, or wealth more generally, conditioned on prevailing prices, rather than
direct utility over commodities. Generously, this is one interpretation of Klein’s (1976) demand
for money.42 With this outcome as a new starting point, a new underlying environment as it
were, there may be remaining gaps to be filled, as mentioned in the various models in the section
above on endogenous money. Thus, tokens could potentially help fill these gaps and can have
endogenously determined positive value.
B.6.1 Implementation in practice
With all of this, we now have set a more complicated but realistic stage for understanding the use
of tokens in some distributed ledger systems.
We illustrate as an example the role of Velo tokens in the Velo system described earlier. To
review, trades of MTOs are placed on the Stellar Marketplace for exchange with token fiat
monies. MTOs are traders in fiat monies to be thought of as firms. They have their own
fluctuating and time varying profits, as do their potential customers, and hence would be looking
for a mechanism of exchange that allows smoothing these fluctuations among them, within and
across borders so to speak, as if in one integrated economy. Indeed, some customers have a
direct stake in what is going on in another country through migrants or business. The objects of
trade among MTOs are not goods per se but these multiple fiat monies and associated tokens.

B.7

The value of money and cryptocurrency: Social and private values can diverge

As is clear from the discussion above, valued money is a bubble in the sense that it can have
social value and be priced even though intrinsically useless. The fundamental welfare theorems
42

An exception, Klein (1976), talks of a money to which other monies are tied. Indeed, we can introduce the idea of
having multiple-country fiat monies, with value by fiat for example, and think of the dollar standard across
currencies.
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of economics fail. Competitive equilibria without fiat money exist, but they are not typically
optimal. Money is a social contrivance that allows bridges across generations, links among
spatially separated agents, or buffers idiosyncratic shocks. However, decentralized social
consensus is required. Moreover, valued bubbles bring, in addition, the issues of indeterminate or
unstable values, a multiplicity of equivalent monies, and hence unstable exchange rates and a
multiplicity of equilibrium paths. Both of these points are lessons from monetary theory.
For example, Kareken and Wallace (1981) noted that without obstacles or fiat restrictions, the
exchange rate between country-specific fiat monies is indeterminate. In the Samuelson (1958)
model, as posited by Tirole (1985), for example, there are knife-edge good paths leading to
optimal equilibria but many other paths leading to autarky with increasing inflation. Autarky
itself is a valid equilibrium. If no one expects money to have value, it will not. More recently,
Garrett and Wallace (2018) repeat these themes in a context featuring co-existence of Bitcoin
and fiat money. They also show how there can be a bubble in Bitcoin that can break at any
moment with positive probability. Schilling and Uhlig (2018) also feature a version of the
exchange rate indeterminacy of the Kareken-Wallace (1981) model, but in a different model,
rationalized with spatial separation and obtained as an additional “speculative” condition,
implying that Bitcoin prices could form convergent supermartingales or submartingales.

B.7.1 How can one remove indeterminacy of token values and eliminate bad equilibria?
The Velo system as an example of three ways to do it
The interest on Velo tokens can be generated by investing collateral fiat money in bonds that pay
dividends in fiat currency. Likewise, one could view the Velo system as creating real capital for
infrastructure with a positive rate of return, which in Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches (2016)
creates scope for policy to achieve an optimal allocation. As Garratt and Wallace (2018) put it,
indeterminacy in the value of a money is removed in all models if real dividends on money are
paid. Velo does pay interest on lock up accounts. These pin down the coin to fiat money
exchange just as in the monetary model such policies on fiat money pin down its real value.
A second device is to impose some required demand. The Velo token is used as collateral
backing trades in fiat monies, so it is required for trade similarly to the way money is required
for purchases in cash-in-advance. The value of transfer in fiat is required to be commensurate
with the value of Velo tokens. Likewise, some cryptocurrencies, including EvryNet, require
tokens to pay for the “gas,” that is, to pay costs, to do contract validation. Of course, this imposes
some distortions which in the ideal equilibrium would not be needed. But still indeterminacy can
be a big problem, so there seems to be a tradeoff, as yet unmodeled.
A third way to mitigate indeterminacy is an argument in its own right, as follows.
B.7.2 The need for commitment in cryptocurrency design
Programming the operations of the digital reserve bank is a key part of managing expectations
and avoiding bad equilibria. Monetary policy can be time inconsistent when money is modeled
as cash-in-advance, as in Lucas and Stokey (1983). Essentially, the government is always
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tempted to tax money balances once they are there, via inflation. Subsequent literature has tried
to alleviate this by management of real and nominal assets and the maturity structure of debt.
The conditionality and pre-programmed nature of distributed ledger protocols of Velo is a direct
advantage in this context. Xandri (2016) makes this point, how a central bank can acquire a good
reputation, and Fernández-Villaverde and Sanches (2016) hint at this in their frequent reference
to automata, immutability, and quasi commitment. Credible commitments can be loaded in up
front as part of the algorithmic design of the digital reserve bank, as smart contracts entered on
ledgers. Central banks can change rules, though in practice in OECD countries central banks
handle time inconsistency issues well. That said, political authorities try to push them off of it.
Stable coins which alter the level of tokens in the system is an example of a pre-programmed
central bank algorithm. However, the economics literature has argued that price fixing schemes
are doomed to failure (Townsend 1977).

B.8

Interest rate policy for the digital reserve bank, insights from the monetary models

Social systems designed to achieve optimal allocation can require interventionist, activist
liquidity policy. This becomes clear through the lens of the models of money enumerated at the
outset. These lessons then apply to the token management of the digital reserve bank.
Spatial separation is a key friction realistic in many settings, giving rise to limited trade, as noted
in Townsend (1980). Due to timing and frictions, agents in equilibrium with valued money will
periodically run out of previously accumulated cash. That is, there are binding constraints.
Agents are optimizing, but marginal rates of inter-temporal substitution are not equated over
agents. To achieve a full Pareto optimum, a situation in which no one can be made better off
without making someone else worse off, marginal rates of substitution must be equated to the
natural discount rate. For this candidate for a new equilibrium to be valid, those holding tokens
must find that tokens effectively bear interest at a rate that is the same natural rate of preference
discount. Tokens are still valued, but the obstacle to trade, the cost of carrying tokens, is being
removed. If the effective interest rate, the real return, is achieved via deflation of tokens, then the
real balance value of tokens is increasing. So, some tokens must be taxed out of the system. This
tax in the model is imposed lump sum and applies only when agents hold positive token
balances, known in advance. In practice, it will be crucial to find taxes that do not influence
behavior on the margin. Interest should be paid and taxes implemented, whether in fiat or in
tokens.
Fees on transactions that reflect true costs of transactions, in technology or risk, should be
implemented. This works toward equating marginal costs with marginal benefits. Likewise,
interest on tokens encourages users to hold more of them, rather than assets that otherwise
dominate.
A related example of an active policy comes from historical experience. The Federal Reserve
Bank in the US was created initially not for full employment nor price stability, but to provide an
elastic currency (Sprague 1910). There were heavy seasonal movements in the demand for
currency. For example, currency was needed to buy grain from farmers at harvest, to move the
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crop. But bank liabilities were backed by gold, so withdrawals of deposits from banks put stress
on the system. Banks in agricultural regions could not create their own money-like objects.
Instead they had to find value by calling in loans from their correspondent banks in NY. In turn,
city banks which had funded margin accounts on the NY stock market called in these loans, and
this led to financial crises.
In the corresponding analogue models of Freeman (1996) and Green (1999), creditors and
debtors do not necessarily meet at the “right” time. A fraction of debtors arrives late, and a
fraction of creditors leaves early. This naturally complicates the debt settlement process and
leads to inefficiencies and fluctuations in interest rates. It is resolved by having a central bank, or
the digital reserve bank, engage in open market operations, or in security transactions with the
securitized notes that they issue (based on segregated collateral of correspondents), to control the
requisite means of payment and smooth the interest rate.43
In another version of these models (Chandrasekhar, Townsend, and Xandri 2018), individuallevel market participation is determined as if by an exogenous random shock. Entities with high
value are those that are in the borrowing/lending market in Velo when the market is thin, when
risk aversion is high, when risk from variable returns is high, and when the remaining players are
judged to be important (high Pareto weight). Reserve bank liquidity should be directed ex-ante to
these key players (Wallace 2014, and Townsend 1982).
For each of these examples of policy, micro data is needed on transactions. Wallace (2014)
argues, for example, that one can know the policy ought to be active, not laissez-faire, but not
know without more information which way it goes, inflation or deflation. With the digital reserve
bank as a notary as in Velo for example, data would be available. In principle, this could be
organized by financial accounts, tying into an earlier discussion.
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See also Townsend (1989).
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